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Section I. Introduction & Purpose
If a land development project does not satisfy
minimal environmental standards, it may have
a myriad of off-site impacts on neighboring
parcels, over a given local area, or even on a
regional basis.

No matter the scale of these potentially
adverse impacts, it is recognized that they
should be minimized through a proper process
of review and analysis of the land
development plans before the project is
approved and construction commences.

Hierarchy of Impacts

INTRODUCTION
Poorly planned or implemented land
development projects have the potential to
create negative impacts that can adversely
affect communities. These impacts may be
classified on various levels of complexity, but
generally may be thought of as "on-site" and
"off-site".
Land development may have on-site impacts
that effect only the parcel of land for which the
project is proposed. For example, a small
development project that meets all
environmental standards for development will
have an impact on that particular site, but
generally not beyond that.

Impao s On-51 e Only
Impact on~eighborin Properties
Triwn-Wide Impa ts
1 Regional Impacts
State-Wide Impacts

The cumulative effects that land developments
create play a major role in determining the
future character of Rhode Island communities .
Consequently, the municipal officials
responsible for the review of land
development plans are able to ensure that new
developments will be assets, rather than
burdens to our communities.
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In Rhode Island, local officials that serve on
municipal boards and commissions are often
the only individuals with the power to make
certain that these impacts are minimized, and
that land development projects are planned to
provide the maximum benefit to the
community. Potential problems can be
avoided, or at least reduced, if the site plan
reviewers know what type of detailed
technical information should be included in
the land development plans, and know how
to interpret and process that information
correctly. Moreover, the skilled plan
reviewer may also see possible changes to
the plan that can benefit both the developer
and the community.

PURPOSE
Within the municipal government structure
of Rhode Island, the major reviewers of land
development plans are Planning Board (or
commission) members, volunteers who come
from a wide range of professional and
educational backgrounds. Although this
wide range of backgrounds often produces a
varied group of individuals that makes the
review process more dynamic, some
individuals may lack certain skills that are
needed to review land development plans,
and perform necessary analyses in the review
process.

Planning Board members need to know general
information about the land development review
process in Rhode Island, what the local
official's role in the process is, as well as how
to understand the language and different
components of resource maps and land
development plans. These are all good
examples of the skills which are required of
municipal officials to properly review land
development plans. This handbook deals with
each of these skill areas, introducing the reader
to the land development plan review process
and assisting him or her with successful
methods of critique.
This handbook is a reference document
formulated to aid in the development plan
review process. It specifically focuses on the
interaction between the natural and built
environment, and has been designed expressly
for use by municipal officials in the State of
Rhode Island.

Community Character
The cumulative effects
of land development projects
determine and define the
future character of
Rhode Island Communities.

Section II: The Land Development Plan Review Process in Rhode Island
Public regulation of the use and development
of land comes in a variety of forms , which
generally focus on five aspects of land use:
1. The type of use proposed
2. The density of use, manifested in concerns
over height, width, or bulk of the proposed
development
3. The aesthetic impact of the use
4. The effect of the use of the land on the
cultural and social values of the community
5. The performance of a use with respect to the
environment, transportation and other
infrastructure.
The right to regulate land use is retained by
State governments in the U.S. Constitution,
under the common term known as the police
power. The police power is defined as "the
general governmental power to protect the
health, safety, morals, and general welfare of
the citizenry" . (Salsich et al, 1998)
Though the police power belongs to the State,
the right to regulate land use has been
delegated to the 39 cities and towns of Rhode
Island through what is called Enabling
Legislation. This legislation empowers
municipalities to regulate land use locally.
Thus, while local ordinances (i.e., the
Comprehensive Community Plan, Zoning
Ordinance, Subdivision and Land Development
Regulations, etc.) provide the requirements and
processes involved with

local land use decisions in each town, such
ordinances must follow State statutes and
guidelines that are prepared by Statewide
Planning.
The state statutory requirements on how
municipalities are to conduct land
development plan review are set forth in the
Rhode Island General Laws, or RIGL. Title 45
of the RIGL, entitled "Cities & Towns"
contains all of the State requirements
regarding the power that municipalities have
over land use, and the land use decisionmaking processes.

RIGL Title 45
Consult Title 45 of the State of
Rhode Island General Laws
for more detailed information
regarding the local regulation
of land use.

Sections that set forth the requirements for
land development and subdivision plan review
can be found in chapter 45-23 , entitled
"subdivision of land" and pertain to three
general categories of land development.
These three categories are defined here:
I. Administrative Subdivision: The resubdivision of existing lots, which yields no
additional lots for development, and involves
no creation or extension of streets. (ex :
merging two existing lots into one lot; or
moving a lot line to increase or decrease the
size of a lot, while maintaining the same

number of total lots)
2(a). Minor Land Development Project: A
residential development project as described
in local regulations, provided that the
development does not require waivers or
modifications to the regulations. (ex : a
residential development that does not require
subdivision of land)
2(b). Minor Subdivision: The subdivision of
land consisting of five (5) or fewer units or
lots, provided that the development does not
require waivers or modifications to the
regulation . (ex: a residential development that
does require the subdivision of land, but is
limited to five (5) or fewer lots)
3(a). Major Land Development Project: Any
development plan not classified as a minor
land development project, including all nonresidential project plans. (ex: any commercial,
industrial or mixed use development project
that does not require subdivision of land)
3(b). Major Subdivision : Any subdivision not
classified as an administrative or minor
subdivision (ex : a residential development
project that requires the creation of more than
five (5) units or lots)
As is apparent from these definitions, words
lifted directly from the General Laws can be
confusing to the layman. It is important to
check your local regulations for further
descriptions of these categories of land
development, and be sure that you fully
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understand the qualifying factors of each before
you begin to review them.
The land development and subdivision plan
review process may include a different
sequence of steps, dependent on whether the
plan proposes an "administrative subdivision",
or "minor" or "major" land development
project or subdivision. However, all three types
of review follow the same general format. The
general process for review is as follows:
Pre-application meetings are the general
starting point in the development plan process .
Here, applicants may request the assistance of
the planning board or technical review
committee in reviewing concept plans for a
proposed development, and gain insight or
advice on the proper way to proceed. Preapplication meetings are held with the intention
of sharing information between participants,
and provide an opportunity for local officials to
have input in the formative stages of the
project.

Pre-application Meetings
Pre-application meetings provide
a forum for all those involved
in a land development project to
come together and discuss all
intentions and requirements before
the process formally begins.

Application for Development is the next stage
in the process, and developers must receive a
certificate of completeness for all proposed

Section II: The Land Development Plan Review Process in Rhode Island
land development and subdivision projects,
whether administrative, minor or major.
Requirements for development plans to be
considered complete vary between
municipalities, but local regulations, including
checklists, are available to aid developers that
explain exactly what is required to be included
in the application packet. Once the application
is deemed complete, a certificate of
completeness is filed and certified by the
administrative officer.
ADMINISTRATIVE SUBDIVISIONS
Administrative subdivision plan review only
consists of one basic stage; application review
and the rendering of a decision . However, the
length of time required to review and render a
decision on an application may vary, dependant
on the opinions of the administrative officer,
review committee, or planning board.
Once the application is filed , the administrative
officer must certify the application packet
complete or incomplete within fifteen (15) days
of receipt from the applicant.
Within fifteen (15) days of the application
being certified complete, the administrative
officer or technical review committee will
review the plans and approve, deny, or refer it
to the planning board with recommendations if
it requires additional consideration. The officer
or committee will report its actions to the
planning board at its next regular meeting, to

be entered into the legal record .
If no action is taken by the administrative
officer or committee within these fifteen (15)
days, the application is placed on the agenda
for the next regular planning board meeting.
If the application is referred to the planning
board, the board has sixty-five (65) days to
review the application while considering the
recommendations, and either approve,
approve with conditions, or deny the
application. Denial of an administrative
subdivision application is not appealable, and

requires the plan to be submitted as a minor
subdivision application. Failure to render a
decision within the sixty-five (65) day period
guarantees approval for the applicant.
MINOR LAND DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS AND SUBDIVISIONS
Minor land development and subdivision plan
review consists of two major stages :
preliminary plan and final plan. It also
requires a public hearing if streets are to be
created or extended.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE SUBDIVISION PROCESS

APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETENESS

DENY

REFER TO PLANNING BOARD
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

DENY

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

If no street creation or extension is required, the
planning board must approve, approve with
conditions, or deny the preliminary plan within
sixty-five (65) days of certification of
completeness, unless a longer period is agreed
to by both the board and the applicant.

The planning board may delegate final plan
review and approval to either the administrative
officer or the technical review committee.
After the administrative officer or technical
review committee makes a decision, it is
reported at the next scheduled planning board
meeting, so that it may be included in the legal
record.

(15 DAYS)

APPROVE

The administrative officer must certify an
application complete or incomplete within
twenty-five (25) days of receipt, or fifteen (15)
days if no street extension or creation is
required . Once the application is certified
complete, the administrative officer or technical
review committee will review the plans, and
comment or make recommendations to the
planning board prior to their review.

If street creation or extension is required, the
board must hold a public meeting prior to
rendering a decision, and has ninety-five
(95)days to make said decision.

PRE-APPLICATION MEETINGS

APPROVE
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*NO APPEAL : MUST SUBMIT AS
MINOR SUBDIVISION APPLICATION

MAJOR LAND DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS AND SUBDIVISIONS
Major land development and subdivision plan
review consists of three major stages; master
plan, preliminary plan, and final plan, and

Section II: The Land Development Plan Review Process in Rhode Island
require both a public informational meeting,
and a public hearing.
The administrative officer must certify a master
plan application complete or incomplete within
sixty (60) days of receipt from the applicant.
Once the application is certified complete, the
project master plan is forwarded to the
technical review committee, if established, so
they can review it and prepare comments and
recommendations for the planning board.
There must be a public informational meeting
before the planning board renders a decision on
the master plan, unless master and preliminary
plan approvals are being done simultaneously,
in which case this meeting is optional, based on
planning board determination.
Notice of this public meeting is required by
law, and must be posted in "a newspaper of
general circulation in the municipality" at least
seven (7) days prior to the date of the meeting.
Also, postcard notice must be given to the
applicant and all those property owners within
the notice area specified in local regulations .
During this meeting, the applicant will present
the project, and the planning board will allow
questions and comment from the general
public. All comments then become part of the
record.
Within one hundred and twenty (120) days of
certificate of completeness, the planning board
must render a decision to approve, approve
with changes and/or conditions, or deny the
master plan. This time period may be extended
with the consent of the applicant.

After making the appropriate changes or
meeting specified conditions, the applicant
will return with a preliminary plan, which
must be certified complete or incomplete
within sixty (60) days. From this point, the
technical review committee, if established,
will make comments and recommendations to
the planning board.
Before the planning board makes a decision
on the preliminary plan, a public hearing must

be held. Public notice of a hearing must be
given fourteen (14) days in advance, in "a
newspaper of general circulation in the
municipality". Notice must be sent to the
applicant and those property owners within
the notice area by certified mail , return receipt
requested, no less than ten (10) days prior to
the hearing.

THE MINOR LAND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT & SUBDIVISION PROCESS
PRE -APPLICATION MEETINGS
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The notice must include the time and place of
the hearing, as well as the address of the
subject property. Additional notice is given
within watersheds, and to adjacent
municipalities if the application is likely to
have impacts on a regional level. The applicant
is required to cover the costs associated with
providing notice.
From the time of certification of completeness
of the preliminary plan, the planning board has
one hundred and twenty (120) days to render a
decision to approve, approve with changes
and/or conditions, or deny the preliminary plan.
The time for public hearing is included in this
120 days .

APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
(15 DAYS) IF NO STREETS ARE TO BE CREATED OR EXTENDED
(25 DAYS) IF STREETS ARE TO BE CREATED OR EXTENDED

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETENESS

PLANNING BOARD MAY RE - ASSIGN A PROPOSED
MIN OR PROJECT TO MAJOR REVIEW

PRELIMINARY PLAN GOES TO PLANNER ,
THEN PLANNING BOARD FOR REVIEW
(65 DAYS) IF NO STREETS ARE TO BE CREATED OR EXTENDED
(95 DAYS) IF STREETS ARE TO BE CREATED OR EXTENDED
*MUST HOLD PUBLIC MEETING PRIOR TO DECISION *

APPROVE

DENY<-----

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

f-------'

FINAL PLAN REVIEW IS DELEGATED TO PLANNER OR
TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE BY PLANNING BOARD

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

AN AGGREIVED PARTY MAY APPEAL ANY
DECISION MADE BY THE ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER OR THE PLANNING BOARD TO THE
MUNICIPAL BOARD OF APPEAL

APPEALS FROM THE DECISION OF THE BOARD OF APPEAL
CAN BE BROU GHT BY AN AGGREIVED PARTY TO THE
SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE
MUNICIPALITY IS SITU A TED .

APPEAL FROM A DECISION GRANTING OR DENYING APPROVAL
OF A FINAL PLAN SHALL BE LIMITED TO ELEMENTS OF THE
APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL NOT CONTAINED IN THE DECISION
REACHED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AT THE PRELIMINARY STAGE
PROVIDED THAT PROPER PUBLIC HEARINGS WERE CONDUCTED ..

For the final plan, the applicant must submit all
items required for final plan, and all material
required by the planning board when the
application was given preliminary approval.
The application must include arrangements for
completion of required public improvements,
including construction schedules and/or
financial guarantees, proof that property taxes
are current, and phased projects require special
submittals.
Applications for final plan approval must be
certified complete or incomplete within twentyfi ve (25) days of receipt from the applicant.
This may be extended to forty-five (45) days by
written notice from the administrative officer to
the applicant where the final plan contains
changes or elements not included in the
preliminary plan approval.

Section II: The Land Development Plan Review Process in Rhode Island
If the administrative officer decides that an
application for final approval does not meet the
requirements set by local regulations or by the
planning board at preliminary plan approval ,
the application is forwarded to the planning
board for review. The planning board then has
forty-five (45) days from the certification of
completeness to approve or deny the
apphcation.

THE MAJOR LAND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT & SUBDIVISION PROCESS
PRE-APPLICATION MEETINGS

MASTER PLAN APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
(60 DAYS)

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETENESS

MASTER PLAN GOES TO PLANNER ,
THEN PLANNING BOARD FOR REVIEW
(120 DAYS) • PUBLIC INFORMATIONAL M EETING M UST BE HELD
PRIOQ TO REN DERING A DECISION •

It should be noted that the processes described
herein are not strictly linear as the flowcharts
which describe them would lead you to believe.
Each municipality has developed its own
manner by which denials and approvals with
conditions are handled. Municipalities may
have a legal process for appeal when plans are
denied, or when the applicant believes that the
conditions placed on approval are too
cumbersome to be realistic. Again, you should
check your local regulations to be sure that you
understand how your municipality deals with
the non-linear aspects of these processes.

APPROVE

DENY

(60 DAYS)

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETENESS

PRELIMINARY PLAN GOES TO PLANNER .
THEN PLANNING BOARD FOR REVIEW
(120 D AY S) · PUBLIC HEARING M UST BE HELD
PIHOR TO RENDERING A DECISION •

DENY

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

When dealing with the development of land, it
is absolutely crucial that the land development
project be consistent with the municipality's

FINAL PLAN APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
(2~ DAYS) IF N O CHANGES HAVE BEEN M ADE SI N CE
PRELI M INARY PLAN APPR OV AL
(45 DAYS) If CHANGES HAVE BEEN M ADE SINCE
PRELI M INARY PLAN APPJ:l:O VAL

CERTIFICATE OF

COMP~ETENESS

AN AGGJ:l:EIVED PAi:l:TY M AY APPEAL ANY
DECISION M ADE BY THE AD M INISTRATI VE
OFFICER OR THE PLANNING BOARD TO THE
M UNICIP A L BOAJ:l:D OF APPEAL .

PRELIMINARY PLAN GOES TO PLANNER ,
THEN PLANNING BOARD FOR REVIEW

APPROVE

RIGL 45-22.2: the "Rhode Island
Comprehensive Planning and Land Use
Regulation Act"

RIGL 45-23 : the "Rhode Island Land
Development and Subdivision Review Enabling
Act of 1992".

PRELIMINARY PLAN APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT

REGULATORY CONSISTENCY
As was mentioned earlier in this section, the
State of Rhode Island has established, within
it's general laws, a process through which local
municipalities are to regulate land use. The
components of this regulatory framework are
several chapters found within Title 45 of the
RIGL.

three major land use regulations. These
regulations are the Comprehensive Community
Plan, the Zoning Ordinance and Map, and the
Subdivision and Land Development
Regulations. The power to create and enforce
these documents are delegated from the State of
Rhode Island to the 39 cities and Towns
through the following Enabling Acts:

RIGL 45-24: the "Rhode Island Zoning
Enabling Act of 1991 ".

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

APPROVE
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APPEALS FRO M THE DECISION Of THE
BOARD OF APPEAL CAN BE BROUGHT BY AN
A66REI VED PARTY TO THE SUPERIOR
COURT FOR THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE
M UNICIPALITY 15 SITUATED .

Proposed developments must be consistent with
the Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Regulations of the town in which
the proposed development is to take place.
Inconsistencies require special proceedings to
amend the Comprehensive Plan or request relief
from the Zoning Ordinance or Subdivision
Regulations. This should not be a generally
accepted practice, and should only be allowed
under very unusual circumstances.
Land Development proposals that stay within
the bounds of local regulations should be the
norm. These documents were formulated to
protect cities and towns from growth that could
be damaging to a community's character and
therefore, should be respected and enforced
properly.

Section II: The Land Development Plan Review Process in Rhode Island
IMPLICATIONS FOR MUNICIPAL
OFFICIALS
The land development plan review process has
been designed to provide ample opportunity for
intervention by a municipality's public officials
as well as the general public. Local officials
have the opportunity to participate during the
pre-application phase, during master plan,
preliminary plan, and final plan stages of
review . Public meetings and hearings are a
very important part of this process, as well.
The general public has the opportunity to voice
their opinions, present evidence, offer verbal
comments or submit written comments on a
particular development project at public
meetings and hearings . These comments will
all be entered into the record for review when it
comes time for the local officials to render the
decision on the project.
Each level of land development application
review requires different maps and plans,
dependent on local checklists and planning
board requirements . Each municipality has
developed detailed checklists, as to what
information must be supplied to the reviewing
body at a particular stage of review.
It is important for the development plan
reviewer not to be limited by the components
of a municipal checklist. If one thinks that
additional information would make for a better
review of the proposed project, then one can
require additional maps or other helpful
information from the developer at that time.

Checklists should be used as a guideline, or a
"starting point" when analyzing what
information is pertinent to a good review of a
proposed project. Still, the checklist is used to
determine completeness and to measure the
time limits placed on the development plan
submission and review process.
If the board finds that it is repeatedly asking
developers for something that is not required
by the checklist, then the checklist
requirements should be amended to require
this information in the future

As the review process advances through the
various stages of review, the intensity of
information on the applicable maps and plans
that are presented will increase dramatically.
The most basic site information will come
from resource maps, maps already created for
different purposes, but which include the
proposed development site in them (explained
in section IV).
As the process moves forward, detailed
analysis of the site will occur, creating a new
set of maps and plans which explain the
suitability of the site and its component parts
for the development that is proposed
(explained in Section V).
This continued analysis will culminate in a set
of detailed land development plans, on which
the proposed project is based (explained in
Section VD
Understanding and analyzing all of these
documents properly will ensure that the
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Process &Inforrrotion
Pre-Application

Naster Plan
Preliminary Plan
Final Plan

.- v"Project Corcept (corrvnercial, residential, etc.)
v"Consistency of Project w/ Local Regulations Established
(comp. plan, zonit'9, etc.)
~ource traps (USGS, FIRM, etc.)
v"Baseli re Data
v"Ba.sic M:ippi t'9 of Site
v"Detailed Environmental Data
v"Detailed M:ippit'9
v"Site Aralysis
v"Ba.sic Development Plans
v"Contirued Aralysis & Et'9ineerit'9
v"Detailed Development Plans
v"Conti rued Aralysis
v"Refined Development Plans

review process functions as it is intended to,
and that all applicable regulations and
municipal ordinances will be upheld to the
benefit of all involved.
From the very inception of the planning stages
of a land development project, municipal
officials should be thinking about the potential
impacts of the project on the site itself, and on
the community or surrounding municipalities.
There are many ways in which land
development projects can impact our
communities, both negatively and positively.
Reducing the negative impacts and

maximizing the positive benefits of the
physical development of land should be a
product of the cooperative process between the
land developer and municipal officials, but this
process can only be cooperative if both sides
have a solid understanding of the requirements
of the process, and the information that is
needed to make informed decisions.

In the following section, we will begin to
explore some fundamentals of mapping. This
will be the first step in beginning to analyze
what it is that maps and plans are conveying to
you, and what the significance of this
information is to the proposed land
development project that you are reviewing.

Section III: Reading and Understanding Maps
Maps are very important tools in the proper
planning and review of land development
projects. They show the relative locations of
various physical and legal environments that
exist on the landscape. Although all of these
maps are literally two-dimensional, some are
designed to specifically convey data of a threedimensional nature
Maps can be produced that show most natural
and man-made features that should be
considered when reviewing a development
proposal. Aerial photographs can also be
valuable tools for use in reviewing site
development plans.
Maps that have been created previously can be
available in hard copy, i.e. paper form, or in
digital form to be viewed and manipulated with
the use of a personal computer and the proper
software.
If maps are not available that show specific
features about a site that are deemed to be
important, a map can be created using today's
technologies. The Rhode Island Geographic
Information System (RIGIS) provides
environmental and social data in digital form,
that can be manipulated through GIS programs
on a personal computer. This data may be
found at:

http://www.edc.uri.edu/rigis/
Several other engineering and drafting software
programs can create maps as well , providing a
myriad of applications for digital data and
mapping.

MAP BASICS
Maps & Plans
Maps are available in both hard copy
and digital form that illustrate
nearly all natural and cultural
features in Rhode Island. Information
that is not mapped can be created
using GIS or CAD programs on a
personal computer.

The boards and commissions responsible for
site plan review and advisory opinions should
have on hand, a full set of the relevant maps
for use during the review of a land
development project. If maps are missing that
provide information that is crucial to the
proper review and analysis of the proposed
land development project, the developer
should always be requested to provide them.
One good resource that you can utilize for
digital environmental mapping of your
municipality is the Rhode Island Critical
Resources Atlas. This resource provides
mapped data for every municipality, as well as
the watersheds found in the state, including
maps of municipal facilities , forests and
wetlands, land use, groundwater resources ,
soil hydrology, watershed sub-basins, and
biodiversity resources. This data can be
accessed at:
http://www.edc.uri.edu/riatlas/

For planning board members, learning to read
and understand numerous types of maps,
many of which they may have little or no
familiarity with, is an absolutely necessary
skill that must be developed in order to
properly review land development plans.
In the next pages, the reader will encounter
some of the basic functions of reading maps,
and begin to understand the different
components that maps contain.
Of the basic functions of map reading, this
section will explain:
-The orientation of a map ;
-Understanding the different types of scale
and what they mean;
-How to measure distance on a map including
using an engineer's scale;
-A discussion of slope including how it is
calculated and some general characteristics of
slope;
-An explanation of topography, what it
means, and how to read it;
-A brief discussion of error.
With the basic understanding of the topics
explained and defined here, one should be
able to approach maps with confidence,
understand what the map is illustrating, and
know how to obtain the proper information
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from the map for analysis. Of course, this
process will take time and practice to master,
but the topics explained in the following pages
should have you on your way to understanding
maps of all types .

Orientation. Understanding the orientation
of a map does not require much explanation.
Everyone who has used a road map or other
simple geographically referenced map has
experienced the orientation of the map.
Every map, no matter what the source or
purpose it is used for, should contain a north
arrow to orient the reader to the context of the
map. Particularly in land use maps, it orients
the reader to the particular site and its
surroundings by making the reader aware of
which direction is north .
The reader should be aware that not all maps
have a north arrow that points up when the map
is held upright. Sometimes the context of the
information lends itself to be mapped with an
alternate direction pointing up when the map is
held upright.
Look to the examples of maps throughout the
remainder of this handbook to observe this
phenomenon. Some are oriented with north up,
and others are not.

Scale. Map scale is the relationship between
distance on a map and the corresponding
distance on the ground. It is expressed in three
different forms : graphic scale, ratio scale, and
equivalent scale.

Section III: Reading and Understanding Maps
The ratio scale is expressed as a ratio of the
same units, such as I :24,000, where one inch on
the map equals 24,000 inches on the ground.
The same ratio holds for different units so I
foot on the map would equal 24,000 feet on the
ground.

RATIO SCALE - - -

The graphic scale is a ruler-like bar used to
correlate distance on the map to distance on
the ground, usually in feet, miles, or
kilometers. Graphic scales are the only type of
scaled maps that are easily adaptable to
reduction or enlarging when photocopying, as
it remains accurate when reducing or
enlarging maps and drawings.
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Other terminology involved with scale
includes the difference between what are
considered "small" and "large" scale maps.

land area, and are therefore considered to be
small scale maps.
Large scale maps convey greater detail, but the
area that is shown on the map is generally
smaller. The smaller numbers in the ratio,
equivalent, or graphic scale are a determining
factor of large scale maps. For example, all
site -specific maps and plans are considered to
be large scale maps.

Conceptually, the designation of small and
large scale maps seems counter-intuitive when
first encountered, but with further explanation
one can learn to decipher the two from each
other.

1:24,000

1 UNIT ON MAP EQUALS
24,000 UNITS ON THE GROUND

Equivalent scale converts distance on the
ground to more workable units. For example,
the equivalent scale of 1 " = 200' means 1 " on
the map or plan equals 200 feet on the ground.

EQUIVALENT SCALE
1" = 2000'

5

0

10

20

ra.·~
7.5 2.5
5

GRAPHIC
SCALE

Switching from one type of scale to the other
can be confusing. The table below presents
corresponding ratio and equivalent scales. Site
plans are commonly produced at scales
ranging from 1" = 100' to 1" = 40 ' depending
on site size and submittal requirements.

Small scale maps show a large area of land,
but do not show great detail for site specific
purposes. Large numbers in the ratio,
equivalent, or graphic scale are a determining
factor of small scale maps . For example,
USGS topographic maps at 1 :24,000 scale are
able to convey small scale data over a large

Perhaps the concept will be easier to grasp with
the help of the figures and explanations
provided below.

---!>CALE. 1•• ZOOO'
10001
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1 INCH ON MAP EQUALS
2 ,000 FEET ON THE GROUND

The common ratio scale l :24,000 converts to
the equivalent scale 1 inch= 2,000 feet by
dividing the ground distance by 12 (12 inches in
one foot, so 24,000112 = 2,000). Equivalent
scale is typically used in land development
plans.

c

Ratio Scale

Equivalent Scale

1:24,000

1 inch = 2 ,000 feet

1:15,840

1 inch = 1,320 feet

1:12,000

1 inch= 1,000 feet

1: 5,000

1inch=416.7 feet

1:720

1 inch= 60 feet

1:480

1 inch= 40 feet

-

50'
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'°

20

_g

l'l'l'I
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l'''l
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~
0

u
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1:l
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Small Scale= small features on map
z
This figure shows a building as it would appear ~
on a small scale map at a scale of 1"=2,000'
a
(same as ratio scale of 1:24,000). It shows
~
less detail, as if you "zoomed out" with a
]
camera. Features on small scale maps are
small, even though a large area may be shown.

Large Scale= large features on map
This figure shows the same building,
in much greater detail on a large scale
map of 1"=50'. Features appear much
larger on a large scale map, but the
areas shown may be small.

Section III: Reading and Understanding Maps
Measuring Distance. Those who work
with land development plans typically use an
Engineer's Scale as an aid in measuring
distances on a plan. This scale looks like a ruler
but has inches divided into commonly used
multiples of ten (i.e. 1 "= 50', I" = 100')
corresponding to different map scales. Distance
measurements can be read directly from the
scale, skipping the conversion from inches to
ground distance.

Using an engineering scale

Tech Tip
The standard 3-sided scale has 6 sides, with a
different scale on each side, typically as
follows:
Scale

Meaning

10*

1 inch = 10 feet*

20

1 inch = 20 feet

30

1 inch = 30 feet

40

1 inch = 40 feet

50

1 inch = 50 feet

60

1 inch = 60 feet

* This scale can be used as a 12" ruler

T

ENGINEER'S SCALE

An Architect's Scale looks similar, but has
divisions based on fractions of an inch (1 /4,
1/8, etc.) for use in measuring buildings.

Many plans and maps are in scales other than
those printed on your engineering scale. For
measuring distances on plans at other scales,
just adjust your measurements as follows :
Scde

Netrirg

ldjJstment

00

1inch=00 feet

Use ttE 40 scde
a-d rrutiply ~ w.o

1(X)

1 inch = 1(X) feet

Use ttE 10 scae a-d
aij Q:zEl"O

~
~
:I:

a::o

ii

~ ---~~~~~~~~~~~..J.
ARCHITECrs SCALE
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<!ID

1inch = a::o feet
1 inch = '2!JX) feet

Use ttE 20 scde
a-d aij a :zEro
Use ttE 20 scde
a-d aij tv.o :zeros

For measuring distance on a USGS
topographic map with 1:24,000 ratio
scale (or 1 inch= 2,000), use the
20 scale on your engineer's scale and
add two zeros to the measurement.

Slope. In general, slope is an expression of a
change in elevation between two points over a
given distance. Slope is expressed in two
ways : percent slope and degrees . Percentages
are the standard units used in planning and
slope classification, whereas degrees are
commonly used in engineering calculations of
slope stability. When in doubt about units, be
sure to ask.
To calculate slope, one must know the change
in elevation between the two points, as well as
the distance between the two. Thereafter, the
slope is calculated as the change in elevation
divided by the distance between the points, or
slope = rise I run. To change this to percent
slope, just multiply this by 100, or percent
slope = change in elevation/distance x 100

10%
___Li.ore~
...
7

-

- -

100

-

-

-- --

_

The slope of land is a very important
consideration when reviewing land
development plans. Land may act in very
different ways dependant on the slope of the
terrain, the texture of the soils, and the
vegetative cover that is present on the site.
There are many generally accepted rules about
the development potential of land based on
slope. These are explained here:
Existing slopes of 0 < 5% require slight changes
in topography during site construction, and will
result in minimal land disturbance on site.
Although a minimal slope is ideal for most
types of development, if the slope of the land is
zero or 1% water will tend to collect rather than
drain from the area, creating many potential
problems . So therefore, land should be sloped
slightly for good site drainage and suitable
stability. A good example of this rule is
observed in road construction. As the figure
below indicates, roads are constructed to slope
1 to 2 % away from the center line so that water
will drain to the sides instead of collecting in
the travel lanes.

--i10'

1

Image Source: NH O ffice of Comprehensi ve Planning

Existing slopes of 5 - 8% require moderate
topography changes for development, resulting

Section III: Reading and Understanding Maps
in a moderate amount of land disturbance on
site. Grass is often planted on these slopes to
maintain stability and reduce runoff, however
they can be difficult to mow.
Existing slopes of 8 - 15% involve significant
changes in topography for development and
require a large amount of land disturbance on
site. Erosion is a serious problem if vegetation
is absent or if erosion control measures are not
properly installed and frequently maintained
during the construction process.
Slopes greater than 15% involve severe
changes in topography for development, and
therefore very high levels of land disturbance.
High costs and several risk factors are
associated with developing land that contains
slopes of this magnitude. Some common risk
factors are the possibility of extreme erosion,
these slopes are unstable and sensitive under
the slightest disturbance, they have high
construction costs associated with them, and
there is a demand for long-term maintenance if
they are developed .
~T~ARD
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11·~~

,
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There are several ways to measure slope, both
from maps and in the field. These methods will
be discussed in later sections.

Topography. Reading and understanding
topography and topographic maps is simple,
once the reviewer is familiar with a few
common terms and practices. The first of
these to understand is what, exactly, you are
looking at when you use a topographic map.
To understand this you need a basic
understanding of what is called "view".
There are several different "views" which can
be used to represent three-dimensional objects
or landforms by using only two-dimensions .
Topographic maps are such representations of
three-dimensional land forms on twodimensional paper, in what is called the "plan
view" which is like looking at the ground from
above. The other two views commonly used
are "profile" and "cross-section". The figure
below shows the relationship between the
three views and the actual landform, which are
further explained on the following page.

Topographic maps in the plan view show the
third dimension of height (actually distance
above sea level), as a series of lines called
contour lines. Each contour line represents a
series of points on the land that are exactly
that many feet above sea level. For example,
if a contour line shows a value of 200, then all
points found on that line are 200 feet above
sea level.
The next thing to understand about contour
lines is the change in elevation between lines
on a map. This is termed the contour interval.
The contour interval is given in the legend of
a topographic map, and may vary from map to
map.
Maps of different scales may show different
contour intervals. Since Rhode Island has a
relatively mild topography, the contour
interval on USGS topographic maps of Rhode
Island will be 10. This means that there is a
10 foot change in elevation between each of
the contour lines. Below is a close-up sample
of a Rhode Island USGS Topographic map
with a contour interval of 10 feet:
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It is not uncommon to show site-specific
topography with a contour interval of 1 or 2.
See the sample of a site-specific topographic
map on page 12 of this handbook.
Once the contour interval is known, the
reviewer can begin to make observations about
the structure and slope of the land by analyzing
the distance between the contour lines on the
map, in conjunction with the other two
measurements discussed above.
An area with a large space between the contour
lines at a 10 foot contour interval would mean
that the land rises ten feet over a relatively long
distance, and therefore has a low % slope. An
area with a small space between the contour
lines at a 10 foot contour interval would mean
that the land rises ten feet over a relatively short
distance, and therefore has a high % slope.
When contour lines are directly on top of one
another, this represents and extremely steep
slope like a cliff.
To measure the slope by using contour lines,
you will use the formula given previously in the
slope section: slope = rise/run.
First you would observe the change in elevation
between the contour lines at the two ends of the
slope you are measuring. Next, using the
engineer' s scale that corresponds with the scale
of the map, measure the distance between the
two extreme contour lines. Plug the first
measurement in as the rise of the slope, the
second measurement as the run, and divide to
calculate slope.

Section III: Reading and Understanding Maps
Many other natural features can be observed by
using the topography of a land area. You can
determine the direction of stormwater flow, the
location of intermittent streams, or delineate
watersheds and sub-basins.
To better understand what topographic maps
are explaining to you, it is important to revisit
the idea of "view" that was mentioned briefly
earlier in this discussion .
The profile view is a representation of the
landform which is being described from the
side, as if the landform were cut along a
straight line from top to bottom, then flipped
vertically. In the figure to the right, this is
represented by the line labeled "base line" that
bisects the upper plan view into top and
bottom.
Elevation above sea level is plotted on the yaxis, with the corresponding distance of the
base line is plotted on the x-axis. Points on the
base line that intersect contour lines are plotted
to the corresponding elevation on the y-axis of
the profile view. Continuing this across the
length of the base line, and connecting the dots
created in the profile view give a representation
of what the landform looks like at the location
of the base line.

If this is a bit confusing, the figure at the top of
the next column should make this explanation
more clear.
The "cross-section" view is similar to that of
the profile, but shows another dimension of the
land form, as if it were cut along a straight

"

''
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The figure below should make this
explanation more clear:

Practice in dealing with topography and
topographic maps will sharpen your skills in
visualizing landforms and site characteristics
over time, skills that are invaluable in
analyzing land development plans.

Pion View

Pion View

STA. 10+00
70

•

65
Station ing
Profile View

Image Source: Dewberry , 199 6

line from top to bottom, then flipped
horizontally. This line is labeled as "cross
section" on the right side of the plan view of
the figure in the next column.
Again, elevation above sea level is plotted on
the y-axis, and points on the cross section line
that intersect contour lines are plotted to the
corresponding elevation on the cross-section
view. Continuing this across the length of the
cross-section line, and connecting the dots
created in the cross-section view give a
representation of what the landform looks like
at the location of the cross-section line.

It is important that a plan reviewer pay close
attention to topography, because topography
plays such a large role in many aspects of land
development, from the planning stages all the
way through construction.

Cross Section

Image Source: Dewberry, 1996

When you see topographic maps in the plan
view, you should be able to visualize what the
landform looks like by following a thought
process similar to that described here.
When analyzing water flow on a particular
site, it is important to note that water flows
perpendicular to contour lines downslope, and
typically gathers into areas where contour
lines take a concave form (where the contour
lines look like a series of "v's", with the open
side of the "v" facing downslope.

Error should be considered whenever one is
trying to analyze data on a larger scale than
that for which the data set or map was
intended. Small scale data sets and maps lose
their accuracy when they are applied to site
level analysis. For example, digital data from
RIGIS is great for analyzing land use issues on
a small scale (remember this means less
detail), but when it is applied to large scale
analysis such as site-level analysis, it should
not be used as a basis for any important
decision-making because it will no longer be
accurate. For this purpose, site specific data
collection and mapping should be done.
Error also occurs in data sets even when they
are used at their proper scales, ultimately
because they are made by humans, and
humans make occasional mistakes and
miscalculations.
It is impossible to correct error that is inherent
in data sets, but you should always try to
minimize the occurrence of error whenever
possible, and always use appropriate data sets
for our anal ses.

Section IV. Types of Maps Typically Encountered (Physical)
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S everal different types of maps are used in land
use planning. The following is a brief
description of several of the most common
maps a plan reviewer should be familiar with .

Note that the USGS topographic map to the left
is a small scale map with a 10-foot contour interval.

USGS Topographic Maps are topographic
maps produced by the U.S . Geological Survey,
showing large areas with regional topographic
data.

The site-specific topographic map below is a large
scale map with a two-foot contour interval.

Because of their small scale, these maps are
best suited for showing land contours, and
determining the direction of slope and
surfacewater flow over the land. Many other
features are shown on these maps, including
roads, wetlands, waterbodies, landmarks, urban
areas, extended urban areas, railroad lines,
public faci lities, and individual buildings as the
scale allows (the image on top at the right is not
an entire USGS 7.5" quadrangle, but only a
portion selected to show detail) .

Image Source: DiPrete Engineering Associates, Inc.

,.
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Contour intervals on site-specific topographic
maps are generally 2 (two) feet, which is
necessary when dealing with site-specific data.
Land development plans are generally drawn
with a site-specific topographic map as its
background. The image at the far right is a
section of a site-specific topographic map
enlarged so that the 2-foot contour interval can
be observed.
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Topographic maps are often the underlying base maps for
land development plans. Whether a small or large scale topographic
map is used depends on the size of the site area to be shown.
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Site-Specific Topographic maps are created for
the potential project site to show the finite
changes in topography over a smaller land area
than can be depicted on the USGS topographic
maps .
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Section IV. Types of Maps Typically Encountered (Physical)
Soils Maps are particularly useful graphic tools
that show soils characteristics including
suitability for development, permeability, and
depth to the seasonally high water table, among
others.
Soils are unquestionably a key determinative
factor when assessing whether or not a site can
support a particular type of land development
project. A common issue regarding analysis of
soil suitability is for the placement of on-site,
or "individual sewage disposal systems"
(ISDS) for projects where no public sewers are
available. If the soils are too sandy, the
effluent will not be properly treated because it
will move through the soil profile too quickly.
On the other hand, if the soil is impermeable,
the effluent will not filter downward, may
inundate the system and cause "ponding" on
the soil surface which is a hazard to public
health. If a system is placed in soils that
experience a seasonally high water table
(SHWT), or the fixed water table is too close to
the leachfield, there is a serious potential for
groundwater contamination.
Although technology can help reduce
environmental pollutants, it should never be
used in place of good sighting and planning of
land development projects.
Soil characteristics are also important when
considering a site for a development project
where on-site sewage disposal is not a large
concern. Soil characteristics on a potential
development site such as stability,
permeability, depth to the SHWT, slope, depth
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to bedrock, and others can be important to the
construction processes for varied reasons.

Soil Hydrology

Standard soils maps are available from the
Rhode Island Soil Survey produced by the
USGS in 1977. The maps are contained in a
book, and show abbreviated soil type names
over aerial photographs for all land areas
throughout the state. The book also includes
tables of characteristics for each soil type
presented.
Although this was once the premier source of
soils data for the state, digital maps have
become the most useful source as of late.
Soils maps are available in digital form from
the Rhode Island Geographic Information
System. Basic data sets can be manipulated to
serve a multitude of purposes, with the user
being able to include or exclude
characteristics that are or are not important to
a particular land development project. To the
right is an example of a soil hydrology map
created from RIGIS soils data.
Soils should also be analyzed and mapped on
a site-specific level to make certain that the
mapped data is complete and relevant, and
that error is reduced . This is a practical
example of the problematic issues of
analyzing data on a larger scale than that for
which it was intended. Municipal officials
responsible for reviewing development plans
should always require developers to provide
soils maps that show the data that is most
pertinent to the project at hand to ensure their
usability.

/'../ Primary Roads
Secondary Roads
/'-.,'° Rivers
-Ponds
Soil Permeability I Oep4h to Water Table
Very Dry (excasslvel'y permeable)
Ory (well draln9d)
Moderately Dry (water table 1 .5' • 3 .S')
Moderately Dry (water table > 6')
Moderately Moist {water table 1 .S' - 3.5')
Moist (water table within .5")
Very Wei (water table within 1.5')

_

i....).....,. '-

Hilll
lru:
_,,_
_,..Of

----~----~---~~~~East Greenwich, RI

Source: Rhode Island Critical Resources Atlas. hup://www.edc.uri.edu/riatlas/

Section IV. Types of Maps Typically Encountered (Physical)
Flood Zone Maps can be a particularly
valuable resource in a coastal state like Rhode
Island, because many properties throughout our
state are located in floodplains , and are prone
to inundation by flood waters during an
extreme weather event.
Floodplains are those areas adjacent to surface
water features that may become inundated by
flood waters after a rain event.
The importance of these areas is that they
moderate the flow of flood waters by allowing
them to cover a larger area and therefore reduce
their overall velocity and ability to carry
sediment and debris. Floodplains provide an
area of replenishment for underlying
groundwater supplies and often comprise areas
of very fertile soils which are a good resource
for agricultural endeavors, as well as being
aesthetically pleasing.
The floodplain is comprised of the floodway,
which contains the deeper, more swiftly
moving water during a flood event, and the
floodfringe to the outside, which may only be
inundated during the most severe of weather
events.
The map shown at the right, titled FIRM or
Flood Insurance Rate Map, shows waterways,
floodways (areas that flood frequently) , and
flood fringes, such as the 100 year flood zone
(which floods less often).
Flood zone maps have been prepared by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) for purpose of rating a property's
likeliness to be inundated by flood water,
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and gauge the severity of that inundation, thus
they are often referred to as "FEMA maps".
These are available at your Town or City's
Municipal offices, or directly through FEMA.

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM

FIRM
FLOOD INSURANCE RATE MAP

11

Note the explanations of the different zones
that are designated on this map. All A zones
are withjn the 100 year flood plain, and the
map shows different characteristics of
potential flood hazards dependent on which
type of A zone the subject property is in. The
base flood line elevation is also given within
the A zone, showing the height above sea
level (in feet) that floodwaters are likely to
reach during a 100 year flood event. Other
zones are the B zone, which is between the
100 and 500 year flood zone, C, which is
outside of flood zones, D zones are
undeterrruned, and all V zones represent
coastal flood areas where wave velocity is a
factor, which are very important in coastal
communities.

EFFECTIVE DATE :

'

~

JULY 5 , 1983

Federal Emergency Ma nagement Agcnc)

J

KEY TO MAP
500 Vear flood Boundary - -

-----

100. Ynr Flood Bourdary
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6a5tl Flood EMtva:hori Li
Wrth Elev~1on 1n Feel"
Base Flood EMtYahon
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"EXPLANATION OF ZONE DESIGNATION
ZONE

Each municipality may have different
requirements for building standards in the
different flood zones, so be sure to check with
your local regulations when reviewing a land
development project which could be in a flood
zone.

EXPLANATION

A

A1eilS o! 100.y" a111ood, base liood e~v-.11on'
llood h81:ard lactons rxi l dtitermuiecl

AO

Areas o! IOO·yea1 shallow llood:ng where depll'ts
are betw11on one (1) and th ree {3) leet: aver ago depths
ol lt'IUnda!IOn are shown, but no flood hazaid ladors

AH

Area:s ol 100 year sh~oowlloodmg whefe deplh6
;ire beiween one(~) ;ind three (3) 19"1 ; baMI flood
elevations are shown. bul no flood hazard factors

;;i.~

A1·A30 Aleas ot 100· yea r llood. base flood eklva!ions arc!
flood hazard lac:tors delmmmed
AVlil

B

Unfortunately, development within the
floodplain does occur, but with special
consideration for these sensitive areas,
municipal officials have the power and
obligation to reduce the negative impacts of
development, and decrease the risks to life and
property associated with floods.

COMMUNITY · PANE L NUMBER
3 6 0 5 2 -'
0 D 0 1
B

A.rus o! 100.year flood IO be pro1ecieo Dy Tlood
prut&Ction system unde1 c:onsln.ction. bas& Rood
elovauon& and Hood N:l::ard 1actors not determmoo
Areas betwoen limits ot !he 100-year rlood and 500·
yea: flood ; or certain areas subjeCI 10 I 00-yoar llood

in.g wi1h av&rago d&plhs less lhan on& (1) tool or whore
1he eonlributing dminage atlJa tt: Inc lhan Ml cciu=rit
mile: or atoas protodltd by lev.J&S lrom the base flood.

JMe<lfurn 1l'l.-d1ngJ

C

Areas o! urw:lelermtned. but po651ble, llood hazard&

V

Areu o! 100-ye ar coastal flood with velocly (wave
aclion); baH llood elevahon& a rd flood h.a?•rd lac:totl
not delermiMd

V1 ·V30

Arau ol 1OO·yeat co as la/ llood with ve:Ody {Wave
ad10n) , bMe llood elevallon5 ard flood haza rd factors

APPROXIMATE SCALE

.:oo

O

Ht=:1H

Areu ol minimal llooding. {No shading)

D

400 FEET

I
detormtned.

Section IV. Types of Maps Typically Encountered (Legal)
The Zoning Map is a necessary component of a
municipality's Zoning Ordinance, and visually
describes the land use control districts
prescribed for a given area. The intent is to
establish land use compatibility within each
zoning district and among adjacent districts.
A variety of uses may be regulated by a
community Zoning Ordinance, including
residential , industrial, agricultural,
business/commercial, conservation and open
space. It also determines densities, lot sizes,
setback requirements, building heights,
dimensional requirements, among other things .
The particular map to the right is a typical
example of a zoning map for a Rhode Island
municipality. It graphically depicts the spatial
location of existing zoning districts as
described in the Zoning Ordinance.
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The legend shows the zoning district title that
corresponds to the shaded area on the town
map. Explanations of what the designations
mean and what limitations there are for
development in each of those districts can be
found in the Zoning Ordinance.
The Zoning Ordinance generally regulates the
use of land by establishing areas (or zones) for
specified uses, and also establishing
dimensional requirements for lots employing
those designated uses.
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The figures on the following page are examples
of typical tables (actually portions thereof) that
explain what types of uses are permitted in
established zones, and what types of
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The Zoning Mae (continuedi
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dimensional requirements are regulated
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The partial table on the bottom exemplifies the
types of dimensional requirements (or
minimum standards) that a lot must satisfy to
employ a specific use. You will note that each
of the zones is broken down into its possible
uses, and the dimensional requirements vary
according to the use to be employed. Thi s table
is often called a "schedule of dimensional
requirements".
Reviewers should be aware of special
circumstances where zoning may not be
enforced on a particular lot or series of lots.
Thi s may be because they do not conform to
the dimensional requirements of the zone of
employed use, or the use itself does not comply
with the established zone. These are called
existing lots (or uses) of record, or
grandfathered lots (uses). These are not
regulated under the Zoning Ordinance because
they were in place before the present
restrictions were created.
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The partial table on top to the right explains
what types of uses are permitted within each of
the established zones . You will note that each
zone has different uses that are either
permitted, not permitted, or permitted with
special restrictions or provisions that must be
approved by a municipal review body. This
table is often called a "schedule of permitted
uses" .
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Note: There are two ways that the
designated use of land can be changed
via the Zoning Ordinance & Map. It can be changed
on the Zoning Map (the location of the zone
can be shifted to either include or exclude
a parcel), or the Ordinance language can be
changed to include or exclude a use from an
established zone.

Source: East Greenwich, RI Zoning Ordinance
Zone& Use
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Land Use Maps exist both for the present, and
future of each Rhode Island municipality.
Current land use maps are available in both
hard copy and digital form. Municipal offices
should have paper copies of current land use
maps, and digital GIS coverages are available
from RIGIS , which can be manipulated to show
a variety of land use classifications dependent
on the intended application.
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LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

l_ MODE RATE DENSln' RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
MODERATE HIGH DENS!n' RE SIDENTIAL DEVELOPME 'T
HIGH DENSln' RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
VERY HIGH DENsm· RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT &
MUL TI-FAMILY

-

~

-

COMMERCIAL
LIGHTINDUSTRIAL I OfTICE
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
WATERFR ONT

TRANSPORTATION / HIGHWAY
f§ LIMITED o rn cr
1
·

~· ROADS

/\.fNE IGHBORllOOD OU TLINE

The Future Land Use Map is a necessary
component of the Future Land Use Plan of a
municipality's Comprehensive Community
Plan. This map shows how land use patterns
will be in the future, if the CCP is implemented
faithfully.

I·

Much like the Zoning Map, this map breaks the
Town into districts (though not necessarily
exactly the same as the Zoning Map), with
specified development activities planned to
take place in each.

·' RAILROAD

LAND USE ACREAGE BY CATEGORY

For example, the map to the right designates
areas for several different densities of
residential development, as well as
commercial, light industrial, etc.
It is always important to review land
development plans within the context of the
Future Land Use Plan and map for your

I

TOWN OF EAST GREENWICH

municipality, because it is the legally binding

TOWN OF EAST GREENWICH COM=>REHENSl\IE COMMUNITY PLAN. 2000

guide for the development of the Town.
EAST GREENWICH FUTURE LAND USE

GRAPHIC SCALE

The Town or City's Zoning Ordinance and map
must be brought into consistency with the
future land use map within 18 months of the
adoption of the CCP, according to State law.
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Figure: 1-1

Image Source: East Greenwich Town Planner's Office
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Tax Maps , also called "assessor' s maps" are
used to locate property parcels for taxation
purposes, and are kept in the Tax Assessor's
Office and in the town/city municipal offices.
Finding mapped property generally involves
first locating an index map, which specifies the
location of a property map (also called the plat
number) . On each plat map, each property is
identified with a number identifying the parcel
(also known as the lot number) . Other
information includes:

To the right is an example of an entire
assessor's plat map. This one in particular is
plat 9. Note the additional information such
as the date it was last updated, the scale
and orientation in the bottom right corner
of the map.

1. Names and file numbers of existing
subdivisions and record of survey maps ;
2. Distance along property lines which are not
considered legal dimensions, but
approximations;

.f.

3. Street names and widths, easements, and
rights-of-way;

-~-I

JANUARY 1, 2001

4. Reference numbers to locate existing
improvements or construction plans.
The figures to the right are examples of
assessor' s maps from a Rhode Island
municipality. These figures are of the same
plat and lot where the land development plans
explained in Section VI are located.
Although assessor's maps do vary in content
between municipalities, the general format is
consistent throughout the state.
These maps are becoming increasingly
available on municipal websites, or through the
city/town's GIS system.

Image Source: North Kingstown Town Planner's Office

..
7

'43.75 Ac

To the left is a "blow-up" of assessor's plat 9, lot 7.
This particular municipality includes the lot number,
the acreage of the lot, the current zoning designation,
and approximate measurements along the perimeter
of the lot.

Section V. Maps of Importance for Site Analysis
As the field of site planning becomes more
comprehensive, more and more aspects about
the site for which a project is proposed are
being included in the initial analysis of a
potential project site. It is becoming
increasingly more important to plan for the
impacts that a land development project will
have on the natural environment, as well as the
effects the natural environment will have on the
development project.

Minimal Site Disturbance
Plan reviewers should strive to enforce
planning and construction practices
that support the minimal disturbance
of the natural and cultural resources
found on the site.

Site planning for minimal disturbance should
be the norm, and to ensure that the proper site
analysis is being done initially, the site plan
reviewer should be familiar with the mapping
and diagramming techniques that land
developers should be using during the planning
and design phases of project development.

These attributes may be of a physical nature,
including analysis of topography, hydrology,
soils, or climate. They may be of a biological
nature, including analysis of vegetation and
wildlife, or they may be of a cultural nature,
including such attributes as historic structures,
utilities, or visual quality.
These attributes should all be mapped and
analyzed for their importance to the sight and
the surrounding context. Combining all of the
attributes that are deemed important or
significant with those that cause limitations
for development, will produce a map of
suitable areas on the site for development to
occur. This is called the land development
suitability map, and is the "final product" of
the site analysis process.
Further detailed information regarding site
inventory and analysis, including guidelines
for sighting structures on-site with minimal
impact is available in the Conservation
Development Manual (Flinker, et al.), as well
as several publications by Randall Arendt (see
sources for full citations).
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The following is an example set of these
analyses taken from a land development project
in nearby Connecticut. These analyses should
be done in most land development projects, and
it is the reviewers right to request these plans if
it will improve the quality of the review.
If the land developer that the reviewers are
dealing with on a particular project did not go
through the following analyses, the reviewer
should be attentive to the design elements of the
proposed development, and carefully consider
how it will effect any physical, natural or
cultural attributes found on the site.
If you are confident that a complete and
thorough analysis of the sight has been done
and the land developer can produce
documentation and maps to prove that this is
true, you can then go forward with your review
knowing that the design of the development is
based on a sound analysis of the attributes
found on the sight.

Lt1"1'7$&
~Jf?Df/7

The plans should be a positive representation of
the analysis that was done for the site.
The following set of site analysis maps was
chosen simply as an example of what types of
issues and maps go into the process of site

As the diagram to the far right illustrates, site
analysis is the culmination of analyzing the
attributes that are present on a sight before any
development related disturbance occurs.

analysis, and what types of maps land
development plan reviewers can expect from
developers .

Image Source: LaGro, 2001
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Slope Analysis is done by analyzing the
slopes that are present on the selected site, and
grouping them into categories that represent
different constraints to development.
For example, slopes are classified according to
some of the constraint characteristics described
previously on pages 9 and 10 of this handbook.

I

/

To the right is an example of a slope analysis
map, representing four distinct categories of
slope percentages. Percent of slope is a
common representation of slope in site
analysis, because it can be broken down into
distinct categories which represent specific
limitations to development.

In analyzing this particular map, the reviewer
would hope to see the development that is
planned for the sight be concentrated in the
white and light gray areas of the site, with
minimal disturbance to the steeper slopes (the
black and dark gray areas) during the
development process. Of course, the white and
gray areas may have other constraints as you
will see in the following pages.
Municipal Officials responsible for
development plan review should become
accustomed to seeing this type of slope analysis
from developers and begin to consider making
it a requirement. Slope should be weighed
heavily into considerations about where roads
and other engineered aspects of a project are to
be located, as to respect the minimal
disturbance practice discussed earlier in the
handbook.
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Soils Analysis is a very important
component of site analysis because soils
represent so many different potential
constraints to development. Soils can be too
compact for development or too loosely
compacted to support a structure. They can
percolate too quickly or too slowly, be too
close to the water table, or be too near the
underlying bedrock to support development.
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This particular soils analysis map groups soils
with like characteristics into categories by a
predetermined set of physical traits, including
geological composition and structural features .
There are six categories represented on this
map, each representing specific constraints to
development. Although these specific
constraints are not listed here, they can be
researched easily through the Rhode Island Soil
Survey or other soils science reference books .
For example, densely compacted soils will
create problems for drainage, and exposed
bedrock creates problems for building
foundations and footings for proposed
structures.
Although this map is grouped by certain
physical attributes of soil types, soils analysis
can group categories based on a variety of
features. Included in theses are depth to the
seasonal high water table (also called the soil
hydrologic group), permeability and infiltration
rates (important in sighting individual sewage
disposal systems), or it could directly
categorize constraints to development in groups
such as low, moderate, considerable, and high.
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Elevation and Drainage Analysis
represents how water will move through the
site during a weather event. This type of
analysis is primarily used for determining the
direction of the overland flow of water during a
weather event, and figuring how to properly
manage stormwater while having a minimal
impact on the existing hydrology of the site.
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The categories found in the legend represent
areas of land that are within the stated elevation
category. Naturally, water will flow downhill
(from the higher elevations to the lower)
through the site, or from the dark areas to the
lighter areas . Notice in the figure that water
sheds from some areas and accumulates in
others
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In general , water flows perpendicular to the
contour lines on a topographic map, feeding
smaller streams and other surface water bodies.

l •

Water flow is a crucial issue to consider in land
development planning, as small changes to the
natural movement of water on your site can

have serious impacts on neighboring properties,
or even on a regional basis. Managing water
flow properly is important during construction
to minimize sediment runoff and loading to
surface waters, and in the future to ensure that
the hydrologic cycle of the site and region is
not impeded by the new development.
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The main components of this map were briefly
explained is Section III of this handbook, but
this map illustrates how these site features
relate to each other and to the water that moves
through the site.
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Existing Vegetative Co ver Analysis is
important when dealing with areas of the
landscape that are environmentally sensitive
and req uire minimal site disturbance, or where
stands of existing trees are naturally or
culturally significant.
To the right is an example of an existing
vegetation survey. Note that the individual
species of trees that are found are differentiated
from one another based on the ecotypes in
which they are found . Species differ whether
the area is wetland, a riparian zone, or upland.
The open areas that are present on site are
mapped as well.
This particular map does not identify
"specimen trees", as another that may be
encountered from another project would. There
are many different ways to illustrate existing
vegetation on a map, this example represents
some important featu res but not others.
~

Although the analysis in the figure to the right
is limited only to the potential development
site, it is important for the plan reviewer to
consider vegetative cover off-site, as well.
The reviewer should examine issues of
connectivity between vegetated areas on and
off-site as a means of protecting the
biodiversity of the region . Also, maintaining
vegetative buffers around riparian zones and
wetlands protect these important environmental
features from sedimentation caused by overland
water fl ow.
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Climatological Analysis is important to
consider when designing and orientating a land
development project on a selected site.
Depending on the context in which the project
is to be constructed, maximizing or minimizing
a building's exposure to prevailing winds and
sunlight can greatly reduce the need for the
expensive heating and cooling of the structures
thereafter.
In Rhode Island, it would be sensible to
maximize wind exposure in the summer
months to naturally cool the structure, whereas
during the winter months it would be most
beneficial to reduce a structure's exposure to
the chilling northeasterly winds.
Seasonal wind and sun exposure analysis can
not only be used to guide the orientation of
individual structures throughout a project, but
also effect which types of landscaping and
other physical aspects should be incorporated at
integral locations throughout the project site.
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In the example to the right, prevailing winds,
sun exposure and slope analysis are combined
in a map representing the overall climate of the
site.
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The gradient and aspect of slopes are also
important when analyzing the climatalogical
features of a site. Here in the Northern
Hemisphere, South facing slopes receive more
direct sunlight than north facing slopes in all
seasons, keeping them warmer throughout the
year.
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Section V. Maps of Importance for Site Analysis
Visual Impact Analysis is another
important aspect of planning land development
projects. The visual quality of the site itself,
and the visible off-site features can be
important to the success of a development
project (LaGro, 2001 ). View corridors and the
visual quality of natural and cultural features
should be considered both from the site to the
existing surroundings, as well as from off-site
locations to the project site.
Natural and Cultural features can have both
positive and negative effects on aesthetic
interpretation: features such as water bodies,
rock outcrops, stonewalls, and historic
buildings add to the aesthetic quality of a
project site, while others such as power lines,
roadways and railways are considered
negatively.
Highpoints in elevation on sites where the
topography is variable create particularly
important aesthetically sensitive areas because
the opportunity for views is greatest here.
Topography is a very important physical
characteristic when considering viewsheds,
because hills and valleys can create aesthetic
opportunities, but development in the wrong
locations can detract significantly from the
overall aesthetic quality of a site.
Access to the site is also depicted in the figure
to the right, so the reader can understand how
the specific aesthetic components of the site
will relate to the overall flow of human
activity.
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Assessing Potential for Development is the
final step in site analysis. Development
potential can be broken down into many
categories including the ones that were used in
the example to the right. The example to the
right has four categories ranging from very
good to poor.
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These categories are created by compounding
the characteristics of the site that have been
analyzed throughout this section, and either
including or excluding areas for development
based on those characteristics. For example,
the large white area depicted on this map has a
low percent slope, favorable soils, no particular
aesthetic value, etc. Therefore it is deemed a
very good area for potential development.
Working with all of the resources described
thus far in this handbook, the developer and the
land development plan reviewer can all make
informed decisions regarding the suitability of
the potential project for the site that has been
selected.
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It is intuiti ve that the majority of disturbance
that will take place during this development
will occur in the areas marked as very good or
good on the site development potential map,
leaving those areas designated as fair or poor in
their natural state, or as close to their natural
state as is possible under the current set of
conditions.
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In addition to site suitability, the sighting of
individual structures and roadways should be
based on this analysis.
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Section VI. Reading Land Development Plans
Now that we have a good understanding of
what resources should go into the formulation
and design of good land development plans, we
will explore an actual set of plans and their
components in detail, discussing what to look
for during the review process.

All of the skills you have already been
introduced to thus far in this manual will
become useful in analyzing the land
development plans included in this section.

Sample Leeend
Svmbols

~---

property line

----W--- - 0 - - pole

waterline
utility pole
existing contours

#2654

The following set of site plans has been chosen
simply as a typical complete set of plans that
might be encountered by Rhode Island
municipal officials in the land development
plan review process .

- - - - 12·---14"---

proposed contours

In this section, you will be introduced to the
different components of land development
plans, familiarized with common language and
symbols, as well as prompted to think about
certain issues and concepts related to the
associated drawing.
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stone wall
proposed retaining wall
wetland edge

.. .... ~- .. .. .. ra? .. .

wetland flags
wetland

~

staked hay bales

1• ••• • •· • •· • • · • •· • •· • •· • •· ••

~

soil test pit
perc test locations

Generally, a legend is given which
encompasses the meanings of the symbology
that is used throughout a set of plans. This
helps to orient the new reader to the symbols
typically used by the engineer who has
produced the development plans and also lets
the experienced reader know what features to
expect to find on the plans.
The two sample legends to the right are
representative of those that would be found
within a set of land development plans. The
symbols used vary greatly with the type of
project that is proposed for the site.
Plans for developments where existing
development is already present will include
such features as existing structures, rights-ofway, utilities, etc., in addition to symbology for
the new development. Proposed development
plans for relatively undeveloped land (such as
the following example) contain a somewhat
different set of symbols related to new
development.

BM
(ilJTP2

bench mark
water table test pipe
water table

y

inven number

QJ

Site Location Map

<t.

center line

~

well

0

concrete bound

Image Source: DiPrete Engineering Associates, Inc.

~---s---r-----~---------------------,

sewer line
catch basin
manhole

LEGEND

--@------

-<V-

-•oo-

Image Source: Unknown
-w-

Note: Please refer to the
glossary in Section VIII
for definitions of selected
terms that are
presented in these sample
legends.

- ··-

CURB LINE

-e--:

:

:

:

r------,
L~~:_~--S~J
r------,
Il

EXISTING CONTOUR
PROPOSED CONTOUR
DRAINAGE LINE
WATER LINE
TREE LINE
HAYBALE /SILT FENCE LINE
LIMIT OF CONSTRUCTION
EDGE OF 'M:TLAND
PERIMETER 'M:TLAND LINE

__ALT.
_ _ _ _ JI

EXISTING PROPERTY LINE
EASEMENT LINE
SUBORAIN LINE
STONE WALL
l.S.D.S. LOCATION
AL TERNA TE l.S.D.S.

·~)

•QI
l;t

b:i

.,.

-•
0

'u.

0
~
~00.0

0

®
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CATCH BASIN
DRAIN MANHOLE
FIRE HYDRANT
GATE VALVE
THRUST BLOCK
STONE BOUND
IRON ROD
DRILL HOLE
UTILITY POLE
TEST HOLE
PERC TEST HOLE
SPOT ELEVATION
LONE ~EE
'M:LL
LOT NUMBER

The plans are for a relatively small subdivision,
consisting of only 18 lots, located in at the
intersection of Slocum and Shermantown Roads
in North Kingstown (see locus map to left).
This particular site contains many constraints to
development, such as wetlands, stonewalls,
historic foundations and cemeteries, among
others.
This set of plans is a preliminary submittal for a
major subdivision, so recall the process from
pages 3, 4 and 5 of this handbook when
thinking about what type of review should be
taking place here.
This section is generally set up as follows :
The full page of the plan is shown and you are
prompted to recognize specified terms and
symbols relating to that particular page. Next,
certain features and sections of the page have
been expanded to show greater detail and
enhance readability. Finally, the entire page is
shown again, and you are prompted to consider
several important questions relating to the
current page.
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Existing Conditions Plan
/

Recognize these terms and symbols:

Soils Symbols & Delineation
Site Boundary

Hf

2-foot contour interval topographic lines
Stonewalls

Historic Foundations
Flagged Wetland Edge
Approximate Edge of Floodplain-----+--++----+--~~
Test Boring Markers
Cemeteries
Development Limitations District
Calculations
Soils Information
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Existing Conditions Plan (continued)
f£lfJJYfEJfT LJITA'IOIS IXSTN£TS CIUJ.Ll.lDIS

SOIL INFORMA "A n o N

Parti cular aspects of the Existing
Conditions Plan have been "blown up"
here for easier readabil ity.
Flagged Wetland Edge

2-foot ontour interval topographic lines

SOIL

OESC!llP TION

BhB

BRIDGEHAMPTC»I SilT LOAM - 3X TO 8:t SLOPES

J .O AC.:!:

LIMITATION S DESCRIPTION

BnB
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1.1 AC.±
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CAAUSl.f Ml/CK
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HINOOEY GRAVELLY SANDY LOAM. ROWNG

1.0 AC.±

HkO
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O.J AC. ±
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Fl.000 HAZARD
COASTAL FLOOD HAZARD
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EXTREMELY STONY SOILS
FROST HEA\1£
STEEP SLOPE

Nb8

NARRAGAHSETT 'lffiY STONY sn..T LOAM - 0% TO

NbC

NARRAGAl&TT mlY STCJIY SILT LOAM - 8'- TO 1!0 15% SLOP£$

6.1 AC. ±

QoC

QUONSCT GRA\£.1.'r' SANDY LOAM, ROWNG

J.7 AC.±

WbA

WAPPING SILT LOAM, 07. TO JX Sla>ES

0.6 AC.±

RJTAL AREA

- CHARLTION COMPLEX, mlY STONY- 0- OX TO !IX S.OPES

10.J AC.±

B» 8!';

SI.OPES

20.5 AC.±

REFERENCE SUflOIVI S! ON RE:GUL ATIONS -

ARTICLE 1J

TOTAL AREA
10 .J
0.00
0.00
0.60
0. 0 0
0.0 0

ACRES
ACRES
ACRES
ACRES
ACRES
ACRES
4.10 ACRES
0.3 0 ACRES

~AND IS UNSUITABLE f'OR DEVELOPMOH AND
SU BTRACTED .OU T FROM TOTAL LAND AREA
WHE N CALCULATING DENSITY CALCULATIONS
AS PER TOWN OF NORTH KINGSTOWN

/

/

I
I

S CAL£: , • ::80'

I

0

Soils Information & Development
Limitations District Calculations - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
General Notes
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:.:.~

:....

:,g-.:ii.
'
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\

Test Boring Markers

----------ir--~--"----g,-e:---r----;:--~

_,
•·-:.r•

)

I

0

.0.

G e neral Notes

, ~ ,., ·

~

OIOEW>IC S£R\'1CCD
SY PRIVAT[ \ll£il
ANO LS.O.S.

1.

SITE IS LOCATED ON ASSESSOR'S PLA i 9 LOT 7.
IS THOMAS J. RECUPERO.

2.

EDGE OF VEGOATED WETLANDS ( FLAGS Al - A55 ) DEUNEATEO BY NATURAL RESOURCE SER"1CfS, INC. DURING THE
YEAR OF 1996. EDGE OF WETLANDS FIELD LOCATED BY FOSTER SURVE Y CO. AND SHOWN ON A PLAN ENTITL£D
'WETLANDS LOC ATI ON AND VERlflCATI ON PLAN ASSESSOR'S PLAT 9 , LOT T , PREPARED FOR SHANKS CORPORATION,
PREP ARED BY FOSTER SURVEY COM PAN Y, SCALE 1"c50', DATE: APRIL, 1996. THE v.£TLAND UNE DELINEATED BY FLAGS
A1 TO ASS WAS DEEMED TO BE ACCURATE AS PER THE RIDEM DIVISION OF FRESHWATER WETLANDS. REFERENCE
APPUCAllON NO. 96-0302 . ADDITIONAL ll.£TLANDS FLAGS A64-A 76 DEUNEATED BY NATURAL RESOURCE SERVICES. INC.
DURING DECEMBER, 1999.

3.

TEST HOLES ANO WATER TABLE READINGS LABELED 2000 AN O POND PERFORMED BY DIPRETE ENGINEERING AS SOOA TES
INC. ALL DEPTHS SHOWN ARE THE APPROVED DEP THS AS PER RIDEM. REFERENCE APPLICATION NO. SOW I 0023-0004

4.

TESTHOLES AND WATER TABLE READINGS LABELED 96. 97, 98 PERFORMED BY OTHERS. All DEPTHS SHOWN ARE THE
APPROVED DEPTHS AS PER RI D~ . REFERENCE APPLICATION NUMBERS SOW 9623-0002, SOW 9723-0017, AND SOW
9823- 0006. 3. SOIL MAPPING OBTAINED FROM "SOIL SURVEY OF RHODE ISLAND", PREPARED BY U.S. DEPARlMENT OF
AGRICULTURE SOIL CONSER VATION SERVICE, AND ON- SI TE SOIL MAPPING PREPARED SY SOIL SCIEN TISTS OF NATURAL
RESOURCE SERVICES. INC.

5.

TOPOGRAPHY OBTAINED FROM FOSTER SURVE Y COMPANY, 8 NORTH ROAD, FOSTER, RI 02825. VERTICAL DATUM JS MEAN
SEA LEVEL NGVD ' 29.

6.

THERE IS A 100 YEAR FLOOD PLAIN LOCATED ON SI TE.
DATED FEBRUARY 16, 1983.

7.

PRELIMINARY PROPERTY LINE OBTAINED FROM PLANS Of RECORD AND IS TO BE CONSIDERED APPROXIMATE AT THIS
TIME.

8.

THE SITE IS LOCATEO WITHIN THE FOUOWING: FEMA FLOOD PLAIN AREA. AND SHERMANTOWN ROAD AND SLOCUM ROAD
ARE CONSIDERED CANDIDATE SCENIC CORRIDORS. THE SITE IS NOT LOCATED 'MTI-ilN A NATURAL HERITAGE AREA,
GROUNDWATER RESER VOIRS, WELLHE AD PROTEC TION AREAS. GROUNDWAITR REOiARGE AREAS, OR C.R.M.C. NARROW
RIVER SPEOAL AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN .

'

'

11n·

THE OWNER OF THE SI TE IS EVERGREEN LAND, LLC. THE APPLICANT

f'

\

\

40'

...

REFERENC[ FEMA FLOOO INSURANCE RATE MAP 445404- 00198.

Image Source: DiPrete Engineering Associates, Inc.
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Existing Conditions Plan (continued)
./

Consider these questions:

~~\

\
\
.

'"" ·

Are all on-site natural features
represented in the appropriate detail?

.

\

...

·. ~~ .

\,·.',.,"'

~.. 0

Are all on-site cultural features
represented in the appropriate detai I?

',

Rf

l'
J

.

I'

'

How will water flow on this site?

'

I

;

;

i

· NblB0:'~-"
:
•

:

I

I

\
'·

How does the site relate to adjacent
properties?

T otal !\rc;i - 16.58 Acres

~

_~--~-,. <

I

-""'7'~

Where is the best place on-site for
access (entrance & exit)?

• ..,.

0

1·- -0 ;':;!:

--

'

\

'\

',
I

~F·'·

-

' \'

Where is the best place for sighting
structures and roadways?

I

1 ~~

\

II\'

, \ • ·. "~~

II

t) • ~

What is the difference between the
demarcated wetland and floodplain
boundary?

I

' \_ ··.

l I.,,..,.,_.','\

Where are the wetlands on site?

Where is the 50' buffer around the
wetlands?

'.,
!

-Al:~~;;.
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Overall/Open Space Plan
Recognize these terms and symbols:
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All those from Existing Conditions, plus;
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Individual Lot Lines
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Particular aspects of the Overall/Open
Space Plan have been "blown up" here for
easier readability.
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Overall/Open Space Plan (continued)
Consider these questions
What sight analysis was done to achieve
this design?
Is this development consistent with the
comprehensive plan?
Consistent with subdivision regulations?
Consistent with the zoning ordinance
(minimum lot sizes & setbacks , etc.)?
Does the access point(s) make sense?

I

Does lot size accurately reflect
bui ldable land?
Does development minimize impact to
cultural resources?
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How is the open space configured, does
it make sense?
How are the houses orientated, does this
make sense? Is this based on wind/sun
exposure analysis?
Is the ISDS sighted properly? What
kinds of analysis is this based on?
Is the length of paved surface minimized
(imperviousness mini mi zed)?
How will this design effect water flow on
site?
Where will the stormwater go, does this
make sense?
Does the limit of work respect the
natural features of the sight?
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Landscape Plan "South"
Recognize these terms and symbols
All those from the Overall/Open Space
Plan, plus;
Match Line
Shrubs
Stonewall Breaks~~~~~~~~~---t-1w-~~-t-t~r:-~-"--;----~---,'----".,----t"--t'\~-;!,-'-:------=:r'
Proposed Tree Line

Proposed Limit of Work
Deciduous Trees
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Detail
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Detention pond elevations, Notes and
descriptions/explanations (on next page)
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Landscape Plan South (continued)

\

Particular aspects of the Landscape Plan
have been "blown up" here for easier
readability.
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Landscape Plan "North" (continued)
Consider these questions
*For All Landscape Plans Pp. 33-36*

I
~
I
~i
I
20
Oµcn Space
I
I
I
I

Is the natural vegetation left
undisturbed wherever possible?

I, I ---

,

·r

I
I

1'

Does this plan support the minimal
disturbance principle?

(

\"
I

I

Is the landscaping properly used to
buffer aesthetically?

I

I

__ _____ _j

Is the landscaping properly used to
buffer wind and sun exposure?
Will there be proper buffering of
stormwater management areas?
What species are used?
Are the species correct for the
application?
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Are they consistent with URI's list of
sustainable and non-invasive species?
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Landscape Plan "North"(continued)
Particular aspects of the Landscape Plan
have been "blown up" here for easier
readability.

CU L-DE- SAC NOTES:
1. AFTER lHE ROAD HAS BEEN STAKED OUT, TH1S AREA IS TO
BE EVALUATED TO DETERMINE VIHICH TREES ARE TO REMAIN.
2. ALL DEAD, D!SEl\SE. & UNDESIRABl..E lREES llRf. TO BE
REMOVED. lHE UNDERSTORY IS TO BE MOWED WllH A BRUSH

CUTTER.

J . TliE ROAD SHOULD£RS ARE TO LOAMED &: S£EDED iN
ACCORDANCE . WilH lHE ROAD SHOULDER RESTORATION
NOTES.

Cul-de-sac Notes-----------+--------

4. IF NO EXISTING TRE£s ARE DOERMINED TO REMAIN THE
CUL-0£-SAC SHALL BE LOAMED 6: SEEDED AND
PIN
OAKS SHAU. BE PLANTED 20' O.C. IN GROUPS OF J AS
SHO~ IN 1HE "Cl.IL-DE-SAC PlAHTlNG DETAIL".

lHE

Cul-de-sac D e t a i l - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •

i 1.

.-- ____ __J

.,,

Detention Pond Elevations
DETENTION POND NOTES

Notes and Descriptions

THE DETENTION POND SH ALL BE GRADED &

SEEDED AS SPECIFIED.

SEE SHEET 11 FOR

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS.
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PLANT SCHEDULE

LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION NOTLS
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Are the construction notes consistent
with the town's regulations and
requirements?
Do the construction notes meet all
expectations and respect minimal
disturbance practices?
Does the maintenance and warranty plan
meet expectations?
Does the plant schedule respect
sustainable and non-invasive species?
Are the trees to be planted big enough
to survive?
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Landscape Details (continued)
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION NOTES

Particular aspects of the Landscape
Details have been "blown up" here for
easier readability.

ROAD SHOULDER RESTORATION

PLANT SCHEDULE

ALL AREAS ~ ICH ARE LABELED AS "CR ASS" THAT HAY( BEEN DISTURBED BY ROAD
CONSTRUCllON ARE TO BE RESTORED AS OESCR!BEO BELOW;

BOTANICAL NAME
1.

l\F"ITR ROl\O CONSTRUCTION IS COMPlE TED, ALL AREAS ARE TO BE BROUGHT TO FINISHED
CRl\OE V!!TH 4• IAINIMU•< Of TOPSOIL ANO SMOOTHED AND HAND RAKED INTO CONFORMANCE
l'!!lli lHE PROPOSED GRADES ON THE GRADING PLANS.

2. THE TOPSOIL IS TO BE GOOD OUALITY LOAM. FERTILE. FREE Of WEEDS. STIO<S AND STONES

~ ~R1lQ_LAl,A

KALIAIA LA TIFOUA 'OLYMPIC

3. Pll10R TO SEEDlNC. FERTILIZE IMTH 10-10-10 OR EOUIVALENT ANALYSIS. AT l.EJ\ST
4o:; Of THE FERTILIZER NITROGEN SHALL BE IN A SLOW RELEJ\SE FORM. INCORPORATE
THE fERTIUZER INTO THE TOP 3 - •" OF THE PLANTING SOIL APPLY AT A RATE Of
6 LBS. PER 1000 SQUARE Ft:.ET.

.........

4. LIME rs TO BE APPLIED TO THE SffO BED AT A RAl"E OF 1 TON PER ACRE ANO
UNIFORMLY IN CORPORA ITO INTO THE TOP 4• OF TOPSOIL
5. AFITR lliE SEED BED IS PREPARED, S!:EO IS TO BE BROADCAST EVENL Y OVER THE
SURFACE ANO WOR~ED INTO THE TOP 1" OF SOIL. SEED SHALL BE RIDOT STD IA. 18.09.3
OR EQUAL ANO SHALL BE APPLIED AT A RA TE Of J. 5 LBS PER 1000 SQUARE f"EE T.

.!!Q:U_itl.:AMB~ ~~AC~!_l:_LU A

~

.l_EU<OVA SERRATA

7. RATHER THAN SEEDING, AS DESCRIBED ABOVE. THE CON TR ACTOR IAAY HYOROSEEO USING
AN EQUIVALENT SEED MIX. HYOROSEEOING rs TO BE DONE IN CONFORMANCE WITH NORMAL
HORTIOJLTURAL PRACTICE FOR HYOROSEEDING.

.......

Existing Tree Maintenance &
Protection/Stone Wall Protection

~

IBEE !U1 ltl ~6NCE &

~WEE· ~~B~

~DAR
MOUN_!AIN ..1_A~L
SW~ JjUIA
~IN

OAK

SCARLET FIRETHORN
~KHUUUUt:N~

(;!ANT ~~

-"!_ASE ZE~OVA

SlZE
16- 24"

AMOUNT NOTES
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16-:.z.··
2 :z.5·

30
40

2-:Z, 5

128
~

1-e·

Ll:~s·
!::2:~ 3•

.242.

2.5 J"

12
26

IB=.z.f'

60

:I- 2.5
7 :.lL
2.5- .J

~AI:r
..IB_l]NK SIZE IN I~
TRUNK
Uf _!'_~H_t-.~.
INQUOES CUL-DE-SAC PLANTINGS
SEE_DE:TAIL 1.L!,2

~
~

J..2

STrr

filjNK~ IN I~

PLANTING
1.

PRO VI DE SIZE, GENUS, SPECIES, AND VARIETY OF PLAN TS INOICA TED
IN THE PLANT SCHEDULE. COMPL YlNG Y>ITH APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS OF • AN SI Z60.1
AMERICAN STANDARD FOO NURSERY STOCK".

2.

PROVIDE PL ANTS IN THE SIZE AND NUMBER IND ICA TEO ON THE PLANT SCHEDULE.

3.

DELIVER FRESHLY OIJG PLANTS, BALLED AND BURLAPPED , WHICH ARE HEAL THY,
VI GOROUS ANO FREE OF INS(CTS AND DISEASE.

SEE SHEET 11 FOR

The Plant Schedule
Planting/Maintenance & Warranty

t<USl 1.4

·cm VASE"

•

DETENTION BASIN LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE

E:XISTI!:lG

uceiNIT

_tl_i:iQ()_OOENllf'{!N _!,_N~

6. RECOMMENDED PLAN11N G DA TES ARE MARCH 15 TO JUNE 15 ANO SEPTEMBER
15 TO NO~MBER 15.

THE DETENTION PONO SHALL BE GRADED & SEEDED AS SPECIFIED.
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS.

F I R ~·

OUERCUS PALUS TRIS SOVEREIGN

..!l:!_UJA_fj,!f~A

WlNTERGREEN BARBERRY
_,!_APAtifSE BARBERRY

~~RB~R Y

JUNl~US ~GINfmA

OVER 3/ 4" IN S1ZE.

Road Shoulder Restoration & Detention
Basin Landscape Maintenance

COMMON NAME

8ER8£RI S JULIANA£
BERBERIS THUNBERG!
ClETijE.RA ALNIFOLIA 'R\ill_Y SPICE

4. PLANTS ARE TO BE INS TALLED AS SPECIFIED IN TIHE PLANTING DETAILS WITH
ADEQVA TE WATER PROVIOEO DURING PLANTING TO ALLOW COMPACTION a'" THE
PLANTING SOIL TO PREVENT ANY AIR POCKE TS OR SETTLEMEN T AFTER PLANTING.

eBOIECilOO

5. RECOMMENDED PLANTING DA TES ARE MARCH 15 TO JUNE 15 ANO SEP TEMBER

1.

AFTER THE ROADS HAVE BEEN STAKED OUT THE OVINER ANO/ OR HIS REPRESENTATIVE
SHALL WALK 11-IE SITE WITH THE ROAD CONTRACTOR AND DETERMINE VIHI Cij TREES ARE TO
BE REMOVED AND v.HICH TREES ARE TO HAVE TREE PROTECTION .

2.

lREES ARE TO EVALUATED FOR SlRUCTURAL INTEGRI TY. DEAD. DISEASED OR BROKEN LIMBS
ARE TO BE REMOVED USIN G ACCEPTED ARBORICUL TUR AL PRACTIC£S. HAZARDOUS lREES OR
LIMBS ARE TO BE REMOVED.

3.

All TREES VIHICH ARE DESIGN ATED TO REMAIN SHALL BE PROMINANrLy FLAGGED wrn.; ORANGE
SURVEYORS RIBBON AND LABELED WITH A WEATHER-PROOF MARKER "TO REMAIN".

4.

DEBRIS IN AND AROUND THE EXISTING VEGE TA TION IS TO BE COLLCCTED AND REMOVED AND
DISPOSED OF PROPERLY.

2. AFTER PLANTING, ADEOUA TE WATER SHALL BE PRO V1 DED

5.

A WOODEN OR PLASTIC "SNow· FENCE AT LEAST .J' IN HEIGHT rs TO BE INSTALLED AS CLOSE
TO THE DRIPLINE OF THE lREES AS IS PRACTICAL. NO MATERIALS OR VEHICLES SHALL BE
STORED YATHIN THE FENCED AREA. NO GRADING, FILLING, EXCAVATING OR UT ILI TY TRENCHES
ARE ALLOWED WITHIN THE
PROTECTION AREA. AFTER ALL CONSTRUCTION AND
LANDSCAPING IS COMPLEl'tD THE SNOW FENCE IS TO BE REMOVED.

J.

15 TO NOVEMBER 15.

MAINTENANCE ANO WARRANTY
1.

TliE CONTRACTOR SHALL WARRANTY ALL PLANTS FOR A
PERIOD OF ONE YEAR AFTER THE DA TE OF SUBSTANTIAL
COMPLETION AGAINST DEFEC TS INCLUDING DEA TH AND
UNSATISFACTORY GROWTh .

TO ENSURE HEALTI-l Y mo VIGOROUS GROWTH.

rrncrn

6.

WOOD CHIP MULCH SHAU BE APPLIED 4· DEEP OVER THE ROOT ZONE OF THE PRESERVED
TREES INCLUDING ANY AREA OF THE ROOT ZONE WHICH EXTENDS OU TSIDE OF THE FENCE TO
PREVENT SOIL COMPACTION.
STONE WALL PROTECDON

ANY PLANT WHICH IS NOT HEALTHY AND GRO'MNG
VIGOROVSL Y AFTER ONE 'YEAR SHAU. BE REPLACED BY
ll1E CONTRAC TOR IN CONFORMANCE l'.ITH THE
PLANTING SPECfflCA TIONS.

4. IF NECESSARY, THE CONTRACTOR SHAU OVERSEED ANY AREAS

-.,

1

WHICH AR£ NOT SUBSTANTIALY COVERED BY A0£0UATE GRASS
GROWTl1 FOR ONE '!'EAR Ant:R THE INITIAL SEED APPUCA TION .

5. IF NECESSARY, THE SIZE AND SPECIES OF PLANTS MAY BE
AO..-JSTED B Y THE LANDSCAPE AR CHI TECT BASED ON AVAJL.ABIUT Y.

-

NO AL TERA TIONS TO THE EXISTING STONE WALLS ARE PERMITTED EXCEPT WHERE
SPECIFlCALL Y INOICATED ON THE PLANS.

Image Source: DiPrete Engineeri ng Associates, Inc.
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Grading Plan
Recognize these terms and symbols

-

·-

Existing Topographic Contours
Proposed Home Elevations: "T.F." and
"slab" elevations
! \

Proposed New Grade Elevations
Individual Sewage Disposal System
(ISDS): "inv." and "bot" elevations
Alternate ISDS Location
Garage Floor Elevation: "G.F."

\
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Detention Pond Detai Is and
Cross-Section - - - - - -- -------r--t-tRip-rap apron details, Water quality
outlet details, Private drywell detail, and
Fire protection cistern locations (on
following pages)
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Recognize these terms and symbols
(cont'd)
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OpGn Spar.c

JI

Fire Protection Cistern Location

I
I
I
I

I

Consider these questions
Are the proposed grade changes
necessary?
Do they support the minimal disturbance
practices?
Do the proposed locations of wells, ISDS
and drywells make sense?

cemnCJo. noo.-~r; 'VH 4oO l.lJ V"lt;)\Nt.IS CtW'Obl JOAU
SlfolClMDSOI' M ST• Ti lrR«Cl'. l!l.N-'tl "'11
l'l!.O'ol'.lOO: HA~U.'°"~ 9C'~ Of A!MMA1IOI
t:.1110TS!»IN. OQl.(l'J:'>»() lHiU!Ut\OClllS.

How wi II the grade changes affect water
flow on-site?
How wi II the grade changes affect water
flow off-site?
Wi II the stormwater management
System use gravity or require pumping?
Is individual house runoff managed in any
way?
RIP-RAP APRON DETAIL

CAP OETAIL

Image Source: DiPrete Engineering Associates, Inc.
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Grading Plan (continued)
Some aspects of the Grading Plan have
been "blown up" here for easier
readability.

Water Quality Outlet Detai I
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Section VI. Reading Land Development Plans
Grading Plan (continued)
The grading plan is such an important piece of
the overall land development that it requires a
bit of extra attention.
The figure below is a "blown-up" section of the
grading plan on the previous page, for the
purpose of observing and explaining the
detailed information contained therein .
N

I

-

-

The largest function of the grading plan is to
observe the changes in topography that are
proposed in a land development project and
how the existing and proposed topography
relate to the proposed structures and
infrastructure systems such as stormwater
management, wastewater management, and
water supply systems .
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I
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\
I
J
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I
I

!

I

o PROPOSO>
WELL
.
f'4 LOCA TlON
(T'YPtCAt.}
~

,.

N

C l)

Notice that the proposed contours (the darker
lines) originate and terminate on the existing
contour lines and show the corresponding
elevation on them, as do the existing contours.
This represents the changes, and the shape of
said changes that are proposed to the existing
topography of the site.
Typically, grade alterations are made to
accommodate roads and individual driveways,
such that the proposed grading lines are
perpendicular to the proposed right of way .
This can be observed in the figure to the left,
as well as throughout the grading plans on
pages 39 and 40.

\

\

As the sample grading legend to the right
shows, and is exemplified in the figure to the
left, existing contours are shown as dashed
lines (as we discussed in the understanding
topography section), and changes to the
existing contours are shown as solid, darker,
heavier lines on the plan.

~
0

q(

\

i

Image Source: DiPrete Engineering Associates, Inc.

Grade alterations are also made to ensure
proper overland water flow away from
structures such as houses. This requires grade
changes that roughly mimic the shape of the
footprint of the proposed structure, moving
from higher elevations at the footprint to
lower elevations as they move away. These
proposed grade changes can also be observed
in the figure to the left.
The figure to the right is a sample of the
different symbols and abbreviations may be
found on Grading Plans, although all are not
necessaril found on those included here.

43
For a complete and comprehensive explanation
of the different aspects of grading and
formulating Grading Plans, consult the Land
Development Handbook by Dewberry and
Davis, which is fully referenced at the
conclusion of this handbook.

_ J~L- _ _ _ _

EXISTING CONTOUR

24

PROPOSED CONTOUR

x (24.21)

EXISTING SPOT ELEVATION

x 24.71

PROPOSED SPOT ELEVATION

FFE

FINISHED FLOOR ELEVATION

TW/BW

TOP OF WALUBOTTOM OF WALL

TC/BC

TOP OF CURB/BOTTOM OF CURB

TS/BS

TOP OF STAIR/BOTTOM OF STAIR

BF

BOTTOM OF FOOTING

HP/LP

HIGH POINT/LOW POINT

HPS

HIGH POINT OF SWALE

TF or RE

TOP OF FRAME OR RIM ELEVATION

INV. EL.

INVERT ELEVATION

D CB

EXISTING CATCH BASIN

C.il CB

PROPOSED CATCH BASIN

0 DI

EXISTING DRAIN INLET

~DI

PROPOSED DRAIN INLET

0 MH

EXISTING MANHOLE

•MH

PROPOSED MANHOLE

CAD

PROPOSED AREA DRAIN

CIP

CAST IRON PIPE

RCP

REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE

CMP

CORRUGATED METAL PIPE

VCP

VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE

PVC

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PLASTIC) PIPE

STA. 0+00

STATION POINT

~- - --

PROPERTY LINE

___QU._ _ _ _

CONTRACT LIMIT LINE

~ - --

CENTER LINE

_q,__ .- + -

CENTER LINE OF SWALE

Image Source: Strom, 1998
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Plan and Profile
I
I

Much of the content of this particular plan
should be reviewed by the town engineer for
particular specification compliance with town
regulations and standards. Still, there iss ues
with which a board or commission member
should be concerned .

18

Recognize these terms and symbols

17

16

3

The overall shape and flow of the street
system (Plan view)

13

14

11s /

7

4

MOit. AU O~AJNJt.C( PIP[
TO OC: RO> 0..A.SS IK UNLLSS
Oil1FR "'15( l'IOT(I:

Location of lot frontages--------+--++------Profile view of proposed changes to
grade where the road wi 11 be located --.......+..____ _

----·

Consider these questions
Did the engineer make a thorough review
of all measurements and town
requirements?
What comments did the engineer have?
Does the road system make sense with
respect to minimal disturbance
practices?

Preliminary Submission

Do the grade changes respect minimal
disturbance of the natural grade?

CCRTIF1CA TION'
llC.S"-MNCJM.1.M"llO'GDm~ltlAl.l.

S'T.llC)NrJ5IS1(.S'TA'I:: CTIKIJ(&Nll AWi
PllCMDD;(I l'l#TA~

IONIOS CT ISmRAlOI

RllPllCl~OOUl!SN#Jl»CI~

~ IMC. Diii

Pl.AN AND PROFlLE

Ito.'!''.'"

Sherman Woods
ASSaSORS PL.AT D, LOT 7
NOl'1H KIHGSTOl\N, RfofOOC lSl...J'WO

-DFrele ~AtJBOCialtJtJ, lnc.t NQrl(lJllHG, SLMOWG

~

PUJ##IO ccwstA.T.AH'lS

7SSOCIU>KlSS£1'~, SUIT'ElOO

DUHSTON, IU.

(.at) 94.l-IOOO

*though it is a difficult skill to develop, a trained
reader of these plans can imagine how the
altered topography will look*

l£VEL SF'REAPER JUAIL
loll:ll 10 SCt.l,(

"'ltf:

0

'1'

r~

02t20

(40!} 4e+-t00e

,.

DRAINAGE FROM ROAD CEN1£RUNE TO POND

Image Source: DiPrete Engineering Associates, Inc.
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Engineering Detail Sheet
This is another plan that will generally be
reviewed by the town engineer for compliance
with town regulations and standards. Although
many of the figures in this plan are of a strictly
technical nature dealing with prefabricated
parts for the drainage and roadway systems,
there are many important issues that deal with
planning present here.

Ji"

~ -- .

· . -~

w, . "

•• ....!.
~'

SCoUENCf N W STAGING Of
LANO PISJURBI NG ACTI)lDE;S
' =--~"='- -·-: :.;

STRUCilJRAL M~

..._....::.

.~2-="J:.;.~::,:~-:;:~. ..

. ~. . . .:::-;
. ...ao$"::.!.:~·~;..~
~J

:ri----·;
.....::. __ _

~:.~~:...~"'..::...~..:.· ":,

. ~..--~~~~~::~7

.......

1:--- .... -·-.,

• $-:;"Z~~=::::..':"..'!" -

t--~~~~~~~~--i·~~~.!:::"~:-

.--..---_____ __.,..._..._

' 'I,.,,..~--·-·--

,.

'

. =.:-?r~..5=..t:::::~

::O~'&'."!';~ ~-i.:.:=

' :;,..~.:...~~~~::-.
•:c.~

Recognize these terms and symbols

.. --., ....,wt- ..oou-.

"~..:75~~~~

·- ... -------·-. -···-"°'_'_
~-

Erosion controls
Road and sidewalk construction profile
Notes: sequence &staging of land
disturbing activities
Non-structural measures
Establishment of vegetative cover
Structural measures
Maintenance short-term/long-term

...wrr~....
~- - -

Consider these questions
Are erosion controls adequate and do
they meet expectations?
Is the roadway reduced from the
standard to minimize imperviousness?

.. ~~i~.:::-:-.::=-.r::..

.~1~~:-:if.~~:~~=--==-=
..
=~--- ..--

.

04r-<-TO

. .- ... -....-. ... - ..

1\1-tERCHAIR TRANSITION CURB

l

I ··---- ·- ·

-~~~~:~~~-

i

~-_;,:~-:"'.~;

....

- :s:=:~ ::;..E~:r~~

· ~-::_::a::-~':':.: :;;

PRECAST CONCRETE CURB , -.s.

jPreliallilarv SubmissiOU--

BALED HAY EROSION CHECK "·"'

--~_lzr~·

DETAIL SHEET

Sherman Woods
11'£G tsmtal

f'IRCl.lCitO'iS- SfCD

TO'M'< Of NORTH KINGSTOYIN
TIPICAL ROAD & SIDEWALK CON STRUCTI ON

..

~~..::::::...~=-

~~~~:.._.:;;~-

IOlll C. 0 111

~k_
1 ~-.:'=><="'b=~-F
·--=-·
-

=~r~Jf; ~~~--=--

" =...=.:~:.:;:;...~o:.:..,":;..~ .....

:::":":?".-:::.-·"' ... _ _
__
, ~-

:.'!. ':!"°~::;';'IY Mo WIWif\l•U1' flll-..Uta.o..,.

Do all notes and schedules meet town
requirements and expectations?

.

·~ :-...-:..-.:.~ ~-==~=-~';.o-

TO'M'< Of NORTH KINGSTO'M'<
CURB & BERM DETAILS

111111!"""'1'1!''1:11,...ll - Dl'rele ~"ABSociBfetJ. lnc.-

;§~:;r.~if:f:.:=:=~
TR AN SlllON CURB DETAIL

ASSCSSOl1S rt.A T 9, LOI 7
NOR TH l<lr.tC1SHlWN, NllO()f.. 151J.NO

TIPICAL DRIVEWAY-

!

[l<lr;waJlll(!:,

SUo?'IOWC

1S SOCXNI05!(T

»Ii)

Pi.AH.- .«; CCWSl.(.TA#o'tS
'-"ft JOO

CltOnlltO.I.!).

CllAHSTON. R.l.

{~) 14.~1000

02920

f".U: (401 ) 4M-600fl

~~~~ ~7~~
ST~?~; !"~ ~~2

Image Source: D iPrete Engineering Associates, lnc.
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Engineering Detail Sheet (continued)
SEQUENCE ANp_sJAGfNG Of

Particular aspects of the Grading Plan
have been "blown up" here for easier
readability, including Notes for:

Establishment of Vegetative Cover

I. SUlf'£S 51-Wl. HOT fl[ l£FT u.1 I. m:MIED OR DP0SCD FOR O:CESSIVE
~OF llllt SUC>i 1'S THE IHACJM: 'llllNTO! SOSON.

~

2.

AU CIS TIA'ISf1l st.Cl'B El TWER tell.Y Cll£A !ED OR CIJAAEN Tl Y DrPClSrn
'SH "u ee: SEllJrn CJl PlroT£C'Tfll.

~

IH[ ~

4.

I

fl< [ 004EJ:W.. ~Q!I VTX nlll
Of TH£ FCU.O'WIC:
TTf'f

RE~ IUl£AS SHALL

lJf::

cn.<H>.L. M:NT

l1lR

~

I.
2.

WARAAHTED OR AS 0R00ED 8T ll-IE DtQNEDl
M ~T Of 2 ~/"Cl![.

~

J.

rs

.._

HAY OR lrTRAW 9'W.I.. BE

A STCIN( ST-.iz.t. llOOI PAD IS UlCA TED AT 1liE S11E EltlRANa:

CF • A Y.

Cl\AS$ DI{ ~ r;IROIMO CQ'tER

M: ~TIW<CE SH~ 9€ WNNTAND 11Y THE COi1R>ieroR. M
lolAlfTOWIC( S>W.l. IHQ.1IOC J(Jl llA(SSOIC Ill TH ,lllOl 110t>/ "-L !ITOHE
OR AOOI TI CJ< Al. ~ "5 C:()Ht)(llONS 00.A.Htl al AS Ol!f:ClDl BY
lt< OIQfNUJL AU SlltMEHTS SPl.UD, ~. Wf\SJ®, DR
lfU<OCBJ OHTO l'Ul(JC lllQHT O' Wl.Y. lilVST 11£ ~ 9'1W[!Jf"m_~
ll1' Tl< OJN ntACTt»l
1tlP5Cll. !lt<Ail BE S'l!!A'Ol ll>OM N«."5 TO II( !RADED ANO
STOC>O't..fll f"Dl LA TEJl 1JSC. STtlOC 1'11..E LOCI> llON SH ..U. 8E 5'J8..Ce T

lO A?!'ROVAL BY M

PRO.Eel OICIMEER.

A SIIlll.ltMT 9AARIEP.

f{AYl!Al£S al S t T fn<:£ S>iAU. 9( INSTALUD l>O'!lflSTP£Alol
OU r.ilOC TH( UWlTS Of" /'HY~ COMSTlllJC110H IS 9'0MI <J'l

T\1!:

AU. fl..l. SHAU. BE ~y OCM'ACTm ~ PV.COolO(T IN s-,,ncr
~ Mn< THE ltt!OOE ISUHl STAHOARO 9P£Clf1C>.l\ON fCR

PLAHS mil PAIOR lO ™<:

Sit(

a. HA '$ll.£S

~r

S10C>CP!L£S Of" TOP9:ll.. SW.U. NOT 1i£ LDCA'TED ~EA.II WA'lt'.RWAY.
1lit'f SIW.l. IU.1;£ s.:iE SUlPCS MO QAEA l"ER lH"" 2:: 1 Nctl 9i!IU. 9(
m."OIWllL T' !iaD£D Nlil/OR SlMIUZlll.

10. fM£ CO«S~ ~~T ltW.L HA'ft'. ~ ~TY
f'tJl P\.M llfPl.Dj[)(TA llO!I Ai'ltl F'M ll'.IlltC DtA T 1HE ~ CPlll '-TE

Non-Structural i\\easures

~ UfC. "Wl<R£ CT K
~Of' M
Pl.t.H. Tlf[ CXJM1JV,Cl'tfl
"-!ST MP NP. .IXO~ RESEED /WY /IR£AS '!MA r DO MOT OC'61J' • YH»t
lH( POIOO OF ~ 'l£AR NCO SIWl. 00 £() AT NO ADDmOIUJ. Ell7'9C1i£.

m:

t l . AU. MU-3 OlS1UIBF.II BT PONO ~ :sHAU.
STlllllUZED •'111
l'O'MAllOIT SEIDIHC M.tEDtAla.Y f'CllOllHC fMSti GRA!>1MC.
P'(J!MAlfUoln .Y S£EO(D Nl£A$ SH.IU. llE l"R01U;1t]) DURINC: £ST"'8lJSHMO(T
•'ltl NP.A.CH. AU. SEIIED ME."5 111.l l!E CHEDc£0 R£0Ul..AAI. Y 10 SO:
lHA l I. 0000 ST~ IS MA»j TA9f{l). IJllE.AS SHAU. 9E f£RllUZS) NI{)

llCEDm "3 HCa:::SSMY.

12. ~ ll£ ~ ~ SOI. ~ ~ ~ATIOlf
~ ~ ~MED BY

SIE1nU:(

t-.

n<

lr.iOl'I

-=-. CONIOIVA~

AS A CLIO(.

13. ~ l<AY ~ lO llC TAOCm .. P\ACI£. wni wru»1

WCSH ltCTlVtC.
I 4 . YAX!WlM CR AOf:D SlDf'£ '<lftl4H 9UllDIWilON

Sequence and Staging of Land Disturbing
Activities

TO 11£ 3: 1.

llV'U CO •O <T.
tr tw.r
W TH

7.

OF'

nc

~

~ 8[

SHAU. llC wADE

ROAD AHJ 8l¥tXX COtGTRVC~ ~ 202Q.

!IOll>< eA9N AJ<D ROAD "'°"" (Cl.CNllHO N-IO ~ OCCAVATHC
AlftJ ~ CTt:.~
ltPSCI. 1tl &: ~ NIO SlOCXPUD ,.

.IPl'llO'oED l'RtAs.

or w

WM/ TAJlfE!J ll1' M CDITRACTOll INSPE'CllOH
A(TIB EADi STORW EVEl'CT AK> REP Ml al
CXl•<lllACTOll SHAU. CJ.LAH l>lE ~ TtD SCll!WDfT
ClRIQfW. HEJ GH 1
lit[ BALES
FUD!

or

~ T.

ae:cnm;

tH£ HA'113AL.£ S OR Sill ~C( SHAU BE Ql[D(J]) -.cEJ<lY ll'Y M
fOR lN~ G OR OE"10l!OIU T!OM.

~ -.croft

e.

l><t: CXlNS'11>VC

"°" ~H TO/IJOI T SHAU. lio\'-£ O'>€RAll. Af:SPONSl9IU fY

mA P\..AM IW~ TAl'lON CF NOM-smJCl\lllAL lol£AS>..RES AHO FOR

SOJWC '"'" ' ~Al( ~s AAf. AWARr. CT

or

II.

1lll PU11(

nc

PllO~

~a: Ill( ' JMDE: ISi.NIO sat. EROSl<lN MO smnlOI T ~lROL
~ · l'RD' AR!Jl llY THE USl)I. snL <X11l'!£1CVA l10H SDIWl:
t <>e ~. AS A

GIJJOE.

1H( ~

Mi TO 8C' ~1U:TED 1!Y •

-Oil 'll:l.IPOfWlll.
or ~TA1!0N
· - - smcx~ TO
Y !IEill(D. Ol-T .oLJ. 11<E AuNolT

8( ~Ill
FRQW

DIST\M8Ell AA£>5 TO lHE PllOf'tr.EJ l"O«lS.

'-

lltS"TAU. l/TUTlCS A.l<D ~ llfCIJ.OHC DRMIAQO PtPC.
.....W .o. tn. Y PLAa: 1tt: l!!P R'1' /\ T 1HE OISC!t;,j!(;( ~TS
..m !ll!DJ n< BASl>I NI) O<S1UtlllED AA!AS.

~

11{.QN"°"'°~-

or

HW5l:S NfD 11Wl1WC ~ 'MlH 7 .

7. ll£D>< l.N<OSCAPIHO WH1U: ~ - . t.OIODI !X11SlRUC110H.

0. fOGS>l HOWES ~

"'°"" COGTRVCTOI.

V. Fan9i l.HCSCN'IM C N<O l'Ot>IAHOIT ~lltK

10 . M!J',Aj~ ~ W ll£TS NII> P<MJS AS ~. THE 1Rf[
~ LU~ ~ CTC. :S>lli l Ill!: ftf)0()""1) P1tOU 1t<i
llOTTOOI or ll<£ IMS>< M:f~ Al'PlJCA 1lt»< OF ~
11. M:MOVC AiLl ~y SCIL °'°5KJtl N«J SCl>MCHTAilOrol CX>HlftCJ..
~ n:u..o-c; ~ATM: ~Of Ail DIS1\RIOJ

IJl:£>S.
~

Al. '!O!Al10H.
11..

J.

• . KOO< L>.YW T

!ffll..u> !llllllO..H> AU. 10f>SOIL S'IOCl<f>US.

7. 1\1.J.. HAY11>.l..E:S OR JDlil'QWIY ~ S>iAlL ROIAIH N PLACl:

*"!<HS.

Pv.a: SD».< O< T•TOI lt.AA!tlERS (KA '1IAl.£S CO< "'-T fOiCE)
AS O< JI<[ "'-ANS ~ STN<ll> W T IN 1HE FlEUl. u.i 1CO
CAS!: !:! T>1f t.JW"l Of WOil'< lll EX1£l<O 900KI> lH!: $D)Ql!)I TATlOtl

l'O 8( l;l!AD[I).

TO Rfl>UCI: Tl-i£ TRAClaHG OR ~ O' SClllWEHT ONTO PVB1.1C
RIQ(T

IJAlfl£:TY.

~ AH Ao:u'TAJ!l.C STA>«> Of
r:sr~

CONS UIVCllON l1\AF11C SH.AU llE IMlltD TO ACC(S3 l'IQ.t.0$,
~ E.ASLWOlfS ~ ~

~ T..U.lW>n'S SMJ.L.i CONSIST CT HAY. $lR.4W OR f'1£l(R Wl.C1
~ f>Rl)lt:C1M CXMRS SIX>I AS A llA T OR A ~ ~ SIDE: st0PES
Of" POHOS 5Hl\U. BE ~Tt:D Willi ~TH A.llE!ttAH QlEni SI~~
Cl>olTROl. ~ 1l£Y SHAU. llE ~TED IHTO lli!. lllO!tJ( AS

PflOl'OS[D ~ -

2

NONSIBUCJVRAL MEASURES

~

:.. EAAL Y ~ OR Un: Rl1'WO! SEEDINC IS ~. lNE AA'O
FUmU11: AS REruaro BY ~ IES™C TO CXM'l.ACOfT OR ~
D1nlHC cr>o ~ Tl< SUD 14X SllAU. BE ~TED wnti1N
24 liOLftS, 8lTOltE ~ Al(!l ~ lltli N'f'ftOPAl"TE 1HOCUUA1

IT '111£

~

~

POIONlll... INt: Cll..SS

~ N-0 5TAJ<( CE>HtH"1E

Ill<- >a. l><(S). '-Kl UWI l OF SEDIWDllAllQ< 8 - 5 . .

S>V.U. hA YE A S»IOY 1.CW1 TEX1\IR£ Rn"lWIJ.Y FRO:
Of SlA!SOL VA~ $ l CJNE:S. llOOTS. IJNl"S Of OOIL TRil: tMes,
mAS>t OR OClNSlRJ.JC1n; Df!!IRIS H<> SHAU cc.If ORM 'M IH FlttOO£
!Sl..N.D·s STN«lNl:D ~ 1\0<. lll.20.

~ <: ~r£$0.IE
~TUCXY BLIJf GRASS

ll.

kM!P DlSWRBfNG ACllV1llES
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Engineering Detail Sheet (continued)
Additional aspects of the Grading Plan
have been "blown up" here for easier
readability, including Notes for:

MAINTENANCE: SHORT !ERM/LONG TERM

SIBUCTIJRAL MEASURES
1.

A POND OEi04 fl:C#.I SYST('l.I IS US£D

m

~ma_

fruHOfT.

1. AU. OIS1\Jf!8ED

OCSOi~ OU n.D'S ~ PRO ff:c-n:o W~ R:f>~,.,p AWONS

""°/OR

2.

4.

2. Tl<!: OONllUCTCJR MUST RO'AJR OR R0>:m » <r AREAS Tl<A I 00 NOf
l)('<UOP '"l>W Ill< PU<lOO Q'" Q<oi[ '\'(J>R AHi! 9 1ALL on SO A T
HO ADOI TI ONAL ElO'OISL

~ ~ IN CCINSTRVCTION ACl'MllCS.
AC~Vl~CS
SH.II.LL OC ~ TO • ~ niE: t..a.llT CF WOfl7: AS ~~ ON

1

4. M

THC CONTRACTOR IS l'!CSPOHSl0l.E AJR -TaUINQ; A)<{) INSPt:Cl'lON
CY DiE. ~ CIURJNC Nro l/P 1'0 A 'TEAA ATll.R COWl'LCll<lri
OF ~CllCJ.I. lHE HO...EO'llNER'S ASSOC. (H.A} IS RLSPONS?9'.L

S.

COM!RAC'TOR SHAU. """" '"" AU. TOP SCI!. !l"OO<PllLS » 10
smt.roll ~"1!5 lliRWQitXH eotml!UCTl"'. OITR[)j ( Colt!.
Si"1.l BC TAXEM ro ~ ~IA I S!l)llf(NTl; DO NO S"'l..L o~

or

ro

5..

THE O'illW£R.

1HE CRA5S IW i.t( &\SIN SHALL BE .11.LLOlll'ED TO OROw

2" -

6.
7.

THE ~T BAARIUI.

~ STA81!JlATlOtf PA!> AT 11<( Sll£ E>i~ g.fNJ. AC
lrrtAJHfAINED 9'Y 1W'E a:::NTRJ,CltJR.. llE "'""""TOIA>IC£ SH>U ~UOC
Tll" ~C "'1li 6'DOI noH.t.L SlOl<I: OR AD!lll\Q<,I,!, l.D<CTI< "5
COl<lllnONS l)()IANO OP. K> 04JU:CltD 11'1' 11'£ O<tlNCDI. AU
lE>IWOlTS 5Pl'-l.fll. DROPl'QJ. ....sHOl, CR Ill AO<ED OM ltl PUB.JC
l!IQ-lT Ill" .._.,. l<VST !IE f!OO!MD llNED<Altl.Y BY 'IHC CD<ll<ACTOR .

8. lH(

9£lllj(i:M

Ht'.

n"IE ~T
00\IER Wini TOP

Df:lDI~ IMSIN SH.AU Bf: lHSlAl...UD.
SO'~ AT THE ~ CF CXlHSTRVCl'IOti

7. n£ OONtl<ACTC'l IS ACirON-.C: FOR M_TO<,..C£ N<O HSPCCnc><
IT THC PONO [)(Ml-IC N<O tJP TO A 'l£AA AFl'9l COMPl..E1IO< rF
CQ<S~CllON.
M~T'OW<CE SHA1..L 1<0.JJOC 1tCSU1:W1<G AHY
t.Hl('6..Cffl) AREAS AFTER A A.lU_ Gft()tllff:G 5E..J.SOi( A T MO

lHE 0£1tH1lON Pt:Ml S>iALL 8E 9Ull T lO CON tR<A..

8.

Maintenance: Short Term/Long Term -

IQ.

Sl0£ SUJPES ot t>fE B~ SHALL '9£
9E 3: 1 tiA)GWUM.

sa:nrn.

AOOITIONJ.L.

PCt1D.

~HA

OF""ZS

~-

~ ~
ltil: tt.11..
~AU. T N40 AFlU!

~5

or

SH>.U. BE IWSTAU.ED AT lX£ ClJl\..ET$
>-1.L
CUL~lS.
lHE DIE!ICIEHCT 5f'll.L""'Y SHAU. BC PltOTt:CTEl> ll"T
RIP RAP OOfltJSTEAU NW ~ -

1.l. RIP RAP PJIOS 9iJJ.J.. 8t INSJ>(CtED SOltANMJ,o.u. y · AND Anl:R liM.lOR
ST'ORWS.. IT Ra>All?S ARE NEED£D, ltt£Y SH...U... 8( ~PUSHOJ
MfEDIA lEl.y_
14. ~ ~nON SUPERIN~T S>iALL HAVl: 1Wl:: O~Al.L
~FOR STRUCl\m>l. MEAStJR£S 1Wf'l.01£>1TA110H ~
~ SIEDllC 1HA T ~AT£ ~ AA£ AWAAf: OF Tli1"
~S OF 1HE PLAN.

15. Re-~ 1H£ "R>iOO£ ISUIHO SOIL lY.OStON N«) RDllM:)H cn-t1Ra.
H<A.N0900K" PR£PARQ) BY USDA SOIL CONSERVATION SOMC£ 19811,

AS /\

QUIOE.

Q.

OPO<X'.. RDIO\OHC ACOJMl.'->. ra1 511. r mu< r

°'

11-1£

NtO WAllHAHJ<O ll£ CftASS TO A "'°""'C >IEJOllT llCT1oU>J
10· . EXCAVA110N CF SILT !9iA1..!. 8C MAMJAL MTH SHOYO..

'lfiUUI~

OHLY.

THE OC>f ~ StWJ.. HSP£CT Ra' RAP P /IDS "'"1'f:A EACH STORM

,,., RIJ'NR AS Hl:CCiliAA Y.
1H( CXHTRACTO!l SHAU. MNNr..... '!>!£ Dl<AINAGC <YS'TDI
lHROJO<OUT roNST'l!UCllO•t M ACClAAJl • TtO Se:l•MOfr.i 1t1 IH E
CJ..TO< 8A3IHS SH"'-l I!( RO<CM:D AHO r1< ~ Pf P6 Fl lJS>1(l)

In' 1HE OONTl!AC'IUR AT

Ill[

Del Cf' COISTRUCTIOW.

10.111( HOl4JJ~ ASSOCIATOI (l<.A.) IS ~ f'OR ?Mt: lONC

TERM W~~ANC( Of 1>£ OCTE>I~ POL>ID. AU ORAJNAG: ~
COU/"CHelTS ..lHIH 1HE !llG>IT (11' ¥11'\Y ~.AU. l!()l>J>I lH£ ~-J TY

N .ow::lR ST()fl\Y.;..

t1. A CRM>IJA n:D CAGC IS TO 9£ S£T 'M Tl11N '!HE l>ONt> TO t.tCMTOR
l'Kl0.A4ULA n:D ~
U. R!P R>P

AND

a.

nc COWTRACTOR ~ BC RE5PONSl8U: FOR MAIWTAiNNC me
SEDIWfXTAllOf BASH ~~G CONSTR!.JCTIOH AHO lliE 0£'911'tON
SH1'U. tcSPECT THE PONO

r -

lW£ SIN SLOP£.s SHAU
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Engineering Detail Sheet (continued)
, .. PCJltt\.>.HD c::EW£N'1 CONCR[T(

Additional aspects of the Grading Plan
have been "blown up" here for easier
readability.

Typical Road & Sidewalk Construction
Detail
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Curve Table
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Curve Table

Consider these questions
Are all measurements accurately
represented?
Are proposed easements useful and
situated correctly?
RECORD PLAN

Are the building envelopes consistent
with the zoning ordinance requirements?
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Record Plan (continued)
.,. u: ~...

~~.:~:~)·-1

This is the eastern section of the development
record plan. The record plan for the remainder
of the site (though it is all open space), general
notes and references are present here.
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Record Plan (continued)
Some aspects of the Grading Plan have
been "blown up" here for easier
readability.

General Notes
1. SI TE IS LOCATED ON ASSES SOR'S PLA T 9. LOT 7.
2. THE OWNER Of RECORD IS EVERGREEN LAND, LL C,
75 SOCKANOSSCT CROSSROAD, CRANSTON, RHODE ISLAND.

AP 10 Lot 5
n/1
Lo11I$ 0 . &: l<orai J .

3. THE PARCB. IS ZONED RURAL RESIDEN'llAL
Dl~IEN SIONAL REGULA 'll ON S - CLUSTER
MIN l ~I UM LOT AAEA
20, 00D S.F.
MINIMUM FRONTAGE
50 FT.
MINIMUM FRONT YARD SETB ACK
25 FT.
MINIMUM SIDE YARD SETB ACK
15 FT.
MINIMUM RE-'R YAR D SETB ACK
15 FT.

Boolc. · 117'0 P

Survey Measurements
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911, Assessor's & Record Numbers
Lot Area ( S.F. and Acres)
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2. 73 AC.
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Building Envelope
Lot Line
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4. DEVELOPMENT DATA
GROSS AREA OF P -'R CEL
NUMBER OF B\JILDABLE LOTS
AVERAGE LO T AREA
AR EA OF R.O.W.
ARE A OF OPEN SP -'CE
TOTAL AREA OF
BUILDABLE LOTS

46.58 ACRES
18
1.36 ACRES
1.33 ACRES
21 . 10 ACRES
24. 16 ACRES

5 . RITTREN CE THE FOl.lOW1NG APP U CA TIONS
R.l.D.E.M. Y,t:TLANDS APPROVAL NO. 00-D352
R.l.D.E. M. SITE SUITABILITY APPROVAi. NO. S23- 186
RIOOT PHYSICAL ALTER A TION PER~llT NO. 00-0 929
6. ACCORDING TO TH E FTM .A. FLOOD INSURANCE RA TE MAP FOR THE l OWN or
NORTH KINGS TOWN, RHODE ISL AND, WASHINGTON COUNTY. COMMUNITY PANEL NO.
4-4 5404 0019 B, DATEO FEBRUARY 16, 1983, THIS PROPERTY IS LOCATED IN ZONE C
& A, AREAS OF M INIM ~ L FLOODIN G & AREAS OF 100- YR FLOOD . AND ZONE A
THERE IS NO PR OPOSED RESIDEN'llAL LOTS WI THIN TH( 'A' ZON(.
7. TH E DEVELOPER W1LL BE RESPOSIBLE FOR SANDING ANO SNOW REM OVAL WlnilN THE
PROP OSED ROADWAYS UNTIL ACCEPTANCE OF THE RO.a.DWAYS BY THE TO WN.
FURTHERMORE. SHOULD THE DEVELOPER FAJL TO MAINTAIN THE ROAD WAYS IN A
SAFE, PASSABLE CONDITIONS, THE TOWN SHALL 00 SO AT THE DEVELOPER'S
EXPENSE.

Plan References
1. PROPOSED SUBDIV\S!ON OF AP 9 LOT 7, SLOCUM AND SHERM/,NTOWN ROADS
NORT1' KINGSTOWN. RI . PREPARED .FOR : SHANKS CORPORATION BY: FOSTER SUP.VEY
COMPANY 8 NORTH ROAD, f OSlffi, RI 0282 5. SCALE 1" = 100' .
2. MINOR SUBOIV\SION SPINK FARM PREUMIN ARY & FINAL PLAN. ASSESSOR PLA T 10.
LOT 3, NORT1' KINGS TOWN, RHODE ISLAND. PREPARED FOil CEN !Efl'~LLE BUILDERS. ING.
164 CENTt:RV\lUE ROAD. WAR WI CK. RI 0 2886 401-737-2508 PREPARED BY: ALPHA
ASSOCI ATES 35 ROCKY HOLLOW ROAD. EAST GREEN V.1CH, RI 02818
f .401 .684 .7747, SCALE 1" = 100', FEBRUAR Y, 199G. SHEET J OF J . PLATH 160 5.

General Notes

&Plan References

3. FINAL PLAN APPLEWOOD ACRES, SITUATED IN !<ORTH KI NGSTOWN. RI PREPARED
FOR: P.A.T. REALTY & DE VEl.OPMEN TCO .. INC. PREPARED BY: ALP HI, ASSOCIATES
35 ROCKY HOLLOW ROAD , EAST GREENWI CH, RI SCALE 1· = 100' OAT!::: JUI~ (. 1992.
SHEET 5 OF 5. REV: SEPTt:MBER. 1992 & OCTOBER. 1992. PLA l f.141 1.
4 . KNOLLS FARM - PHASE I FIN AL PLAN IN : NORTH KINGSTOWN. RHODE ISLAND
FOR: P.A.T. REALTY & DEVELOPMENT CO., INC. BY: ALPHA AS30Cl f-.TES 35 ROCKY
HOLLOW ROAD EAS T GREENW1CH, RI SCAI.£: 1" = ~o · SHEET 1 OF 4. DA TF.: FEB 198B
RE V: FEB 10, 1988, JOB No. 86 156, FILE: D12 / S. PLAT 11 2 79.

Section VII: Site Visits and Field Review
The final topic to be addressed in this manual is
the site visit, the actual physical visitation by
the land development plan reviewers to the
project site for the purposes of thoroughly
understanding the relationship between the site,
the proposed project, and it's surroundings.
This is also commonly known as a "site
inspection".
Site visits may be conducted by a group
(meaning the reviewing body and interested
members of the public), an individual, or be
done by videotape to be shown at a later public
meeting.
Site visitation should no longer be an option,
but rather be mandatory when reviewing land
development projects. It is absolutely essential
that reviewers see the site to ensure that
the"paper record" of maps and plans is
accurate.

SITE VISITATION PROCESS AND
STANDARDS IN RHODE ISLAND
When conducting a site visit, it is very
important that you and your colleagues
understand and obey the guidelines and
requirements that are set for you by the laws
governing the State of Rhode Island. The
following is a short list of factors to consider
when holding a site visit:
1. Always retain the permission of the owner
of the property and/or the applicant before
attempting a site visit.

2. Obey Open Meetings Law if the group
visiting a site represents a quorum of a public
body. In this case the site visit is a public
meeting, and you must:
- Provide proper notice of the site
visi ti meeting
- Keep minutes of the site inspection and
read into the record at the next public hearing
3. Maintain due process in decision-making
by being fair and impartial, and providing all
information gathered during a site inspection
to the public
4. A void ex parte contacts, which are those
communications that occur outside the public
forum with anyone who may have an interest
in the decision of the pending project
application
Further information regarding the legalities of
site visits are available in the "Making Good
Land-Use Decisions" manual from Grow
Smart R.I. , and from the Planning
Commissioners Journal website at
www.plannersweb.com under Ethics and The
Planning Commission.
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MAKING GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
FOR FIELD REVIEW
When making observations during a site visit,
you are beginning the process of field review,
which is really taking all of the information
presented to you in all of the maps, figures ,
plans and other documentation explained in
this handbook thus far, and relating it to the
site and the proposed project.
Many of the questions posed while reviewing
site plans will be relevant when touring the
site where the development will potentially
be.

GROUND-PROOFING MAPS
Observing the relationship between how
elements of a project are mapped on paper
and how they are laid out on the site can
greatly influence the impression a potential
project has on a reviewer. Here are a few
pointers on what to observe when walking a
site:

Observing Surveyor's Markers. Surveyors
will mark out the location of all structures and
roadways using a series of stakes and flags.
These markers can be used to orient the
reviewer to the footprints of the buildings and
locations of roads to assess how they will
relate to the site as well as their surroundings.
Try to visualize the project in built form by
referencing the marked stakes and flags .

Observing the Wetland Edge. The edge of all
wetlands found on site are flagged by a state
licensed wetlands scientist, are either approved
or relocated upon inspection by the RIDEM
Division of Wetlands. They are then located by
a professional surveyor so that they can be
mapped and shown on the site plans. These
marks can be observed in the field as a series of
numbered blue "surveyor's tape" flags either
staked into the ground or tied to tree limbs.
Cataloguing significant natural and cultural
resources. If any significant natural or cultural
resources that were not previously identified are
observed during the site visit, it is important
that they are catalogued by the field review
team, and addressed at the next meeting with
the applicant. All resources that are protected
by law or are deemed important by the town
officials should be addressed, and the applicant
should be held responsible for protecting said
resources, both during the planning and
construction phases of the project.
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Accessory Use: A use of land or of a building or portion thereof customarily incidental

Environmental Constraints: Natural features, resources, or land characteristics that are

and subordinate to the principal use of the land or building, and located on the same lot
with such principal use.

sensitive to change and may require conservation measures or the application of special
development techniques to prevent degradation of the site, or may require limited
development, or in certain instances, may preclude development.

Administrative Officer: The municipal official designated by the local regulations to
administer the land development and subdivision regulations and to coordinate with local
boards and commissions, municipal staff and state agencies. The administrative officer
may be a member of, or the chair, of the planning board, or an appointed official of the
municipality.

Administrative Subdivision: Re-subdivision of existing lots which yields no additional lots
for development, and involves no creation or extension of streets. The re-subdivision
only involves divisions, mergers , mergers and division, or adjustments of boundaries of
existing lots.

Board of Appeal: The local review authority for appeals of actions of the administrative
officer and the planning board on matters of land development or subdivision, which shall
be the local zoning board of review constituted as the board of appeal.

Buildable Lot: A lot where construction for the use(s) permitted on the site under the local
zoning ordinance is considered practicable by the planning board , considering the
physical constraints to development of the site as well as the requirements of the
pertinent federal, state and local regulations.

Certificate of Completeness: A notice issued by the administrative officer informing an
applicant that the application is complete and meets the requirements of the
municipality's regulations , and that the applicant may proceed with the approval process.
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan: A requirement of all local land use
regulations which means that all these regulations and subsequent actions are in
accordance with the public policies arrived at through detailed study and analysis and
adopted by the municipality as the comprehensive community plan .

Developer: The legal or beneficial owner or owners of a lot or of any land included in a
proposed development including the holder of an option or contract to purchase, or other
persons having enforceable proprietary interests in such land.

FEMA: The Federal Emergency Management Agency.
Final Plan: The final stage of land development and subdivision review.
Flood Plain: The channel and the relatively flat area adjoining the channel of a natural
stream or river that has been or may be covered by floodwater.

ISDS: Individual sewage disposal system.
Land Use: A description of how land is occupied or utilized.
Major Land Development Plan: Any land development plan not classified as a minor land
development plan.

Major Subdivision: Any subdivision not classified as either an administrative subdivision
or a minor subdivision.

Master Plan: An overall plan for a proposed project site outlining general, rather than
detailed, development intentions. It describes the basic parameters of a major
development proposal , rather than giving full engineering details. Required in major land
development or major subdivision review.

Minor Land Development Plan: A development plan for a residential project as defined in
local regulations , provided that the development does not require waivers or
modifications as specified in this act. All nonresidential land development projects are
considered major land development plans.

Minor Subdivision: A plan for a subdivision of land consisting of five (5) or fewer units or
lots, provided that the subdivision does not require waivers or modifications as specified
in this chapter.

Parcel: A lot, or contiguous group of lots in single ownership or under single control, and
usually considered a unit for purposes of development. Also referred to as a tract.

Enabling Act: The legislative act authorizing a governmental agency to do something that

Permitted Use: Any use allowed in a zoning district and subject to the restrictions

previously could not be done.

applicable to that zoning district.

Section VIII: Glossary of Common Planning & Zoning Terms
Planning Board: The official planning agency of a municipality, whether designated as
the plan commission , planning commission, plan board , or as otherwise known .
Police Power, the: The general governmental power to protect the general health, safety,
morals and general welfare of the citizenry.
Preliminary Plan: The required stage of land development and subdivision review which
requires detailed engineered drawings and all required state and federal permits .
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Well: Mechanism for extracting groundwater to the surface for human use
Zoning: The dividing of a municipality into districts and the establishment of regulations
governing the use, placement, spacing, and size of land and buildings.
Zoning Map: The map or maps that are part of the zoning ordinance and delineate the
boundaries of zone districts.

Public Informational Meeting: A meeting of the planning board or governing body
preceded by a notice, open to the public and at which the public is heard.
RIGIS: The Rhode Island Geographic Information System.
RIGL: The General Laws for the State of Rhode Island
SHWT: Seasonally high water table.
Slope: The degree of deviation of a surface from the horizontal , usually expressed in
percent or degrees.
Special Use Permit: A permit issued by the proper governmental authority that must be
acquired before a special exception use can be constructed .
Stormwater Detention: A provision for storage of storm water runoff and the controlled
release of the runoff during and after a flood or storm.
Stormwater Retention: A provision for storage of storm water runoff.
Subdivision: The division or re-division , of a lot, tract or parcel of land into two or more
lots, tracts, or parcels. Any adjustment to existing lot lines of a recorded lot by any
means is considered a subdivision. All re-subdivision activity is considered a subdivision.
The division of property for purposes of financing constitutes a subdivision.
Technical Review Committee: A committee appointed by the planning board for the
purpose of reviewing, commenting, and making recommendations to the planning board
with respect to approval of land development and subdivision applications.
Topography: The configuration of a surface area showing relative elevations.
USGS: The United States Geological Survey.
Water Table: The uppermost bound of a groundwater aquifer

(SOURCES: Glossary of Planni ng & Zoning Terms. Iowa State University. University Extension. Ames, Iowa; RIGL Title 45 Section 45-23-32)
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